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*What Nhite Americans have never fully
understood-but what the Negro can-.

never-fórget-ii that white society is
deeply implicated in the ghetto. White
institutions created it, white institu-
tions maintain it, and white society
condones it.

Race prejudice has shaped our history
decisively in the past; it now
threatens to do so again. White
racism is essentially responsible for
the explosive mixture which has been
accumulating in our cities since the
end of World War II."

I..

-Report of. the National
Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders, March
1968



FOITEVARD

.These papers - "The State of the Art in Race Education/

Training" and "Dilemimasand Designs in Race Education/Training"-

should serve several purposes. Among these, they Should

alert practitioners.and prospective consumemin rsicerrela-

tions and anti racism endeavors to the major issues and
7

differences in the field. They should 2acilitate continua-

tion of the dialogue that if necessary fdr-the resolutiorf

.of differences and improvement of 9O6peration. They should

provide the tus for a more thorough assesiment of .ghe
1

state of the art.

If thesb purposes can begin to be achieved, race

relaplons programs and other anti racism efforts of many

in our country will owe a small debt of gratitude to the

linited States Army and Major General Robert Bernstein,

Commanding General, Walter Reed'Army Medical Center (WRAMC).

and The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) gnd its

Director, Dr. Bertram Brown; and particularly, -to. the thrte

men who advanced the idea, planned it, add saw it through:

Dr. James R. Ralph, Chief, Center for Minority Group Mental

Health Programs (CMGMHP)(NIME); Major Milton Grady, Chief,

Race Relations Education and Tr4aining Branch (fRAMC); and'

Mr. Richard Shapiro, Assiitafit_Chief, Racism and Mental

A

Health (CMGMHP)-(NIMH).

M. Carl Holman
Presidgnt

- . .

".-National Urban CoalltIon
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PREFAdE

This report of the Second.Annual Symposium on Race

Education/Training ie divided into two parts because

of its imik.

C.

The first part coniiots 9f the state of the art

Paper by John Coffey which reflects the' consensus

points.of -view of'the participants in the symposium,

and the revised issues and dilemmas focal paper by

Dr. Mark Cheslor the.original w'as mailed to par

ticipants before the symposium took place.

The second part-consists of thi edited verbatim pio-

ceedings of the symposium: Only those names, words

and remarks wlach, might have caused embarrassment to

individuals were emended. Nothing of consequence to

the state of the art question was left out. However,

much that may appear irrelevant-was left in. The

hope is that the tone and flavor of the discussion

-has been preserved;

-

It is hoped that the reader. will study and compare

the two parts to get the feel as wela as the thrust,

of the participants' experiences and concerns.

The List of Participants precedes.the)second part:



NOTE ON PHILOSOPHY TO RACE EDUCATION'AND TRAINING PRACT/TIONERS

"Sad to say, we do not even have a committee to discuss and
formulate this. Nobody seems to-be emerging as, the thinker;
the'philoiopher,,of the Race-Relations education and Training
Movement, not even one comparable to Mason Bare, the philos-opher of the Black Studies Mbvement.

'We need some philosophical
leadership in thissarea - at

least to the extent of
formulating.tentstive Phi14hical

pOsition statements that people.in the field could react to,
dil.scuss, subscribe, to or improve-on.

°We do not have a sense of direction towards.long range goals4
that wo4d emerge as clear objéctive\; if we had &pep thiniing
philosophical leadership.

"I hope that, the 'Manual' will at least be prefaced by a
bold statement of commonly lield philosophical principles
that people in RRET could identify with professionally.

Me need a code of ethics like that adopted by the American
Psychological Association and/or The American Sociological
Association:

"We also need our awn veision of the pippocratic Oath so
that we wifi not be seen as paid'hirelings of a spedial

4

Fs
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interest propaganda ,group, but as reliable, responsible,

self-governing professionals." \
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The Second Annual Sympc/sium on Race Education and Training
was co-iponsored by. the Walter Road Army MedicaI. Center

ir

A

4

(WRAW) and the National Institute of MentX1 Health (NIMH)

at WashingtOno D.C. on Septmber 15-17; 1976.

SURPOSE AND PLANNING

The, purpose of the three day symposium, as stated in the

invitations that went out, was to discuss and develop a
Istate of the art document on rac education/training. The

meaninga of the _time "state of the art' and "race education/

training' were noi explaine& or defined.

Planning for the symposium was"done by a Committee composed
of Major Milton Grady, Chief, RacARelations Education-and

,

aining Branch, WRAMC; james R. Ralph, M.D., Chief, Center

for Minority Gioup Mental Health Programs (CMGMH), NIMH;

Mr. Richard M. Shapiro, Assistant Chief, Racism and Mental4

'Health, CMGMH of NIMH; and John Coffey as a private consultant.

Lt. Col.- Francis Marchand, Director, Human Resource Directorate,

WRAMC, entered the W.anning process late; as did the six
0

failitatds who were employed.

The Commi'ttee., though it had difficulty wiib the concept of
"race training" and though it,compromised on substliuting.the

words "race education/training" for the words,"race relations

9-



education/trainine, failed to,consider the possibilities that
this difficulty held for the symposium. In hindsight, this
compromisi revealei a basic dichotomy betwiteil WRAMC and NIMR
in their cooperative efforts, and portended similar diChotoiies
for the symposium. Itn*ealed that WRAMC'S mandate to con-
duct a race'relations programwams not entirely compatible --,

with NIMB's mandate which was to conduct an anti-racism

jr

p raq and the re,goals could not be ached through the same
similar processes. The goal of the WRAMC program wai to

improve and maintain harmonious relations between the races
while R/MH's goal was to elimtnate racism nationally in the
mental health field.'

P
In the first symposium in 1975, 25. of 40 participants had
indicated that confusion in the art of race relations train-
ing was the pgimary obstacle in their understanding and
pr ctice of race related activities. In adaitidn, many-

ised questions about the paucity and,quality of research,
the lack of training models, and the apparent absence of a
philosophicil and theoretical base for race relations training.A

Consequently, on Mr. Shapiro's suggestion, the Committee
established the objettiVe of producing a state of the a
document VD meet these needs. In this sense, the Se6ond
Annual Symposium was a direct tie-in and continuation of the
first.



After some uncertainty around funding and a postponement, and

as planning progressed, it became obvious that while WRAMC

and BIM agreed on the need for a state of the aria assessment,

their retally needed different state of the arts asselisments

'for their awn different purposes (Race.relation6 activities
3for MMAMC and anti-racism 'activities for NINO. The former .

required primarily proCess oriented approaches While the

Latter required primarily task oriented approaches. 'Race -

relations required interpersonal skills and anti-racism

required competency lased technicalassistance skills. There

were other subtle differences. Wit it was too late to change

the format of the symposium. Too much had been done th:st

could not be undone.. Some of the literature, that had gone

out concerning the symposium, spoke of "race relations" and

some spoke of "race". The distinctiod remained fuzzy right

through the symposilft.

The strategies for the symposium were to (a) have a scholar/

practitioier in anti-racism endeavors write a focal paper

that would focus on same issues and dilomMls in race educa-

tion/training (the paper would Be seni to participants well

before* the symposium for their perusal); (b) get a nationally

prominent figure as keynote speaker who would give a broad'

historical overview of race relations and racism in the

United States so that'particiPants would get some kind of
A

perspectiVe onhow far the .country has come and what their



I.

of

role in the progress m4.ght have been; (c) set up.taped and-written 4edback
systexs tolzapture the content and flavor_9f participant experiences; (druse paid outside facilitatbss -2-.

MI

to assure completion Of the small
group.talsis; and (8) charge.4._cur person wi analyzing the- responses to determine the-state of the art among some 60 participanti who *ere, amongother things, practitioners in race relatiol and anti-:=cif= training, intlrested adiocates, heads of Consultantfirms, government bureaucrats, educators, and others peripherallyinvolved in some aspect of,race activity.

The Committee realized that the task would havi been madeeisieF if Only practitioners had been invited. But it. wasfelt that others, peripherally involvedlin race activities,
would,make.a valnable contribution by providing a.possiblesecond perspective. (This turned mit to be true.) Also,there were some'personal and spoliticaln considerations
connectiewith who should he invited to participate: those-who would feel hurt if not invited, those of some infiuence

4.who might become committed as adVocates to programmatic
goals and efforts, awl thiose who might provide' critical
input to the proceedings.

Mark
Chesler, Ph.es.e.ibLversity of Michigan, was chosen as

the-scholar practitioner on the basis of his experience asa practitioner and the recency-of his colitributions on raceissues to scIplarly literature.

_ 4
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Johp Suggs, 'Staff Dispel:pre' .ti, .Coseditisigh:
, ..11/light!, wp "chOsiit aa *theykeYnote4rosaker' because his"- ... .

;4.7te..-

.4... igaticy, .is thivretiesitoir 16±:":1108,t. 'Of the .literature *dialing
. t" ,,,, -. I , .

. . ,

`. , with racial conditiont.zin-the .4S.,,. and his experience bac"...
46.,....

2 .....,taken him through, tbe;,01,7

t6 cozgait
S

` -4wo.l.d be paid outside.obj
*

fp

t'the facilitators
mirioring the rape
*Meicause..QPIX Piz
t the S. of

se4 Composition.iof

were needed, andbecause
a -female Spanish-'Haritagef,'

,

and because a queistion of.
mere 9nsuccii.**411,

..111tal4
- for persons ifti shine

. . .., .
to attend from the. Defenset. RaCe`,' Ikelations institute- (MUM)

Ire raised, the sition of the lacilitator
-group was one blck.rnaJ Army. offi 4 one white male Air

Force officer, twO bleak male college Orofessarq, one white
female acbainistrator of me4al health irainina. programs
and one male Asian American educator/4dVocate. All were
expetienCkd in, grotalp dynamics.

Mr. Coffey was chosen because of his Nrol.e, in the fi)rst,
valposium and 1engtily experience-in race activities,r.

. .

trainifig. arid egdai' clvortunipy..
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BACKGwlmrk

a'

Race relations education and training is reaalY'
Ofefined

I

any structurtd experiences designed to promote understandingol,c
peace or .harmony betwsen races ofpeople.. Rowever, anti-

! 4racism education Ind training is natkso readily..defined
though much anti-racism education and training activity/-

is proMoted through affirmative action programs, equal .

employmentkopportunity programs, civil righti programs,
and compliance programs designed to enfoive civil rights

4

statutes and.executive orders.

For example, under Executive Order 11246 federal managers
are required to monitor grants and contracts-to insure
that recipients of federal funds do not discriminate against
minorities ind also that the4recipients.take affirmative
actions to hire and in some disesr-serve minoities.
Training activities (conferences,worksftops, symposiums, etc.)
designed to inform or make industry aware of these require-
lents might be regarded as anti-racism training. Or a
symposium or conference designed to make industry aware of
the available minority manpower inta given geographical
location might be billed as anti-raciPm training.

Under Executive Order 11478 and the Equal Employment Opport-
unity Act of 1972, it became illegal to discriminate agaiast
a person in hiring because of race, religion, sex or national

V

- 6 -
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origin. To the EiecAlve Order were z4guirements for the..

training of managemand supervisors,,,he development of

upard mobility programs and theliardlifig Of regulatory

procedures in discntmihation complaints. M4st of the train-,
*_fag, re upward !lability programs,abd the complainis that -:-

ansned.were focused upoli the Causes, efiects and r'acia1/4

.ftltural differences iha't Cie:sted racial tensions and dis-

harmony and led to discrilinatory practices and policies.

Pri-or,* the enactment of tile above laws, orders and regu-

latlonstand -in response to the civil rights crusades of

thi7iiities, we -witnessed thà estahliahmeni of dozans of
A

anti-racism training centers organized mostly by collegera,

and church grodOe' to ,contidfiEthe fight bi by the 1Freedan

Riders. Definitely, the Freed.= Riders who went south by

the thousands

activiti. On c

the. Sixties were engaged in anti-racism

campuses they were taught to go limp,
cover their heads, girls wear slacks or jeans. Was it

anti-violence training? Self detense training? They were

taught to expect to be called nigger lovers, to be arrested'

if they sat A a black restaurant, harrassed if they lived

in a black neighborhood. Were Schwerner, Goodman and Chaney

pro civil rights activists or anti-ractsm activists? Probably

4

both, though it is doubqu/ whether they made fine distinctions.

For many decades in the United States4 anti-discrimination

efforts by the Quakers, the Abolitionists, the. National



Association for the.Advancement of Colored People OMPACPY,,

the 'Anti Detamation Leaf:Alec/Am-4-a. Bsnai Irrith,- and

.others-wire clouded.by the semantic aid philosophical ,
4

'differences assOciated with-the American orientation towards

4rIbeing,discrimin.ating in oueSocial sndf cultural'tastes and

choices as opposed to the moral and legal requirements to
. .

not discrimigate'against.people because of their color.

Discrimination was rit.Rt. and good, except when it was ;based

on skin color. Ampricans had long been accustomed to being

told they'were discriminatory, prejudiced, bigoted and

unfair. They had never been told they were racists.

The fine distinction betweei'anti-discrimination efforts

and anti7racism effbrts wasdrawn^ with the establishment

of thet.S. CommissiOn on Civil Rights in 1957 and the publi-

cation of its pamphlet, "Racism in.America and How to Combat

Ito, in 1970. Between 1957 and 1470, under the aegis óf

tfie national climate in favo'r of black participation in the

politiCal process and the leadership of many organizations

and institutions, but particularly the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the Student Non-Violent

Coordinating Committee (SNCC), action training centers were

organized throughout the country. Their purpose was to

develop political and economic frames of references.around

issues related to institutional racism.

_ 8
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.At the sal time, the white middle class phenomenon of race

awareness training (igerional.growth) deVeloOed in a humanistic,

.psychological, social frame of reference.. And the4wo

'movements worked .together, supported each-other,. to expose

racism tco. public view.
)*--f

the-Voter Registration Drive directed by John Lewis; the

011fare Rights Orgiknizaiion activities* George Wiley; the

AMerican Indian Movement of Dennis Banks and Russell Means:'

the unionization activities of Caesar Chavez, were nurture& ,

sti-eet demonstrations that began iffilrmingham,

Alabama in 1955 and ended with the shootings and killings

it Jackson State College and Kent.State University in 1970.

Direct action prograhs were no longer feasible in the face

ofithe para military actions prepared and taken by the

police. Those who cared about human digitity and the 'righti

of man, moved without real dhoice, from street ,confrrontation

. to change-from-within-tactics, change agentry. .

Thdir had no place else to go. The much debated policS

raid on the Black Panther leadership in Chicago that killed

Fred Hampton; the use of guns on college campuses to quell

dissent; the fury of the annihilation of the gimbionese

Liberation Army; the awesome,display of police power during

the May Day Demonstrations in Washington, D.C., all served
MI

to give a clear signal that further change through confrontation

would not be tolerated.

- 9
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We learned that discrimination was good, but racism was bad .0

.' Laws we;e1 passed. The great American institutiors took over,

'and overt manifestations oi,racidm soon were dispensed with

ip Much of the country.A
.-

7The concept of insti14 tional radisai was further idvanced by

Charles V. Bamiltoen and Stokely Carmichael in their book,

Black Power, and a new and complicated process Of anti-racism

effort, began. It was a goi cry from the bus loikds of freedom

riders, the staged black/white confrontations, the white

masks dialogues, the encounter groups and the sensitivity

Race relations training yielded the public.stagi to the Rippie

movement, the anti-Vietnam fever, and this riots following

the assassinations of John and Robert Kennedy and Martin

Luther King. Th4y received a shot in the arm with the Armed

Forces when black unrest led to confrontations on military

bases and ships at sea. But the new emphasis was on fight-

ing drugs, inflation and crime.

From out of this background came 52 people-to the Second

National Symposium on Race Education/Training to share their

concepts, definitions, attitudes; experiences and endeavors

in race relations training, anti-rac4m training, race research

or whatever. Among them were equal opportunity protagonists;

race relations trainers'and anti-racism consultants, advocates

TO - 1 s



and bhange agents; military and- citrilian bureaucrats with

varying Aegrees of responsibility and authority for admin-

istering federal programs, ahd professors from college cam-
.

puses with morO, and ethiCal investments and intelleCtual

interests in race, jpstice and humanity; heads of'consultant

firms cionducting training or doing research in racially

focused programs, an observer from the Law EnfOrcement

Assistance Administration, five Continuing education repre-

sentatilveiV an emp;oyee relations specialist6a social worker
4

and a community action program representative. Some, of

'1

A -

*Eburse, felactioned at more than one level.

Like 'all groups through all time, who hive gathered together

to decide on issues, they brought with them their own exper-

iences, biases, prejudices, egos, knowledge, weaknesses and

Strengths.

STATE OF THE ART

During the preliminaries, each participant was given a Work-

bOok which consisted of six titled sections (Philosophy,

Theory and Definition, Marketing, Planning; Processes and

Research and Evaluation).

The following information was printed on the cover of the

ilorkbook:

9
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DESIGN: This werkbook.is designed to
focus ,your attention on dome of the
.issuei that night be addressed in
assessing the state-of-the-art in
race egncation.and training. It
should be-completed by eaph indivi

- 'dual participant, then used for
Aiscussion purposes in the small.
,groups. A-Group Workbook 'should
emerge from the give and take of
diacussión. The Group Workbooks
will be used to write the,final
isivitte-og-the-art document which

reflect the consensus think-
. ing of all the participants.
,

INSTRUCTION; Please do not feet
restricted by the format and
outline of.this booklet. Add to
it in any-way that you want to.
rt is intended to serve only as
a starter-upper, not as a guide.
All opintens, comments and sugges-
tions will be appreciated.

Each small group up t4 select a recorder, a group represen-

tative, and a negotiator as had been-agreed to at the first

meeting between the planners and facilitators on thelorevious

day. ,Tbe facilitators were.to retain the rdcorder's Notebooks

containing the group consensuses of stite.of tbe art assessments.

Each individual participant was asked to complete an Individual

Workbook and leave it with the coordinator to be reviewed and

analyzed.

All the general sessions were taped.

I.

The state of the art in anti-racism education/training activities,

- 1 2



being-defined as the general progresis and conditions of,efforts
to achieve better social behaviors and political/economic

resulta in.the relationships between the races, the six sections
mentioned above were exananed from the'point of-view of the
participants.

Ths.symposium began as planned ana ended yith the following
product:which is based on .an analysis of six Group Workbooks
submitted by the facilitators, 23 Individual Workbooks
submitted by participants and the transcribed presen onse
comments, questions and responses recobt4ed 4uring the geieral
sessions.

Philosophy
.

Philosophies were generally defined by the participants as
the broad, axiomatic assumptions, principles, beliefs and
ultimate values that support democraticranti bigot endeavors
to improve race relations or eliminate racism.

Pirticipant philosophies ranged from the Judaeo-Christian
Western Philosophy of Life snd the lsth Century Richts of
Map Movements to the Non-violent.philosophy of nr. urtin
Luther King.

Philosophical goala se*med to be overwhelmingly for pre-
serving thedignity, rights and respect of individuals. A
few indicated their goals were to*build into the humanist

- 13- - ,1.2
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0

immrement thei purpose an4 meaning of societlos institutions

.for.-rverning'itselk. Some portrayed themselves as ehange

agents restrulturing instituf.iOns and systems. Others gie4
IV

'-themselvel.as'combati4 the poiarization Of the races; They_

saw their operational goals as promoting collaboration over
.-,/

OoMpetition; recognizing, celebrating and_accepting differences,

(the anti-melting pot philosophy); liberating themselves and

others from race andrkass strugile; and conducting .non-violent

and systematic political activity.

At a lower levelt.the participants divided along the lines

of having confronting.and dealing as opposed to conflict'

avoidance philosophies; collaborative philosophies as opposed

acompetitive; a 'sharing philosophl; as'opposed to the surviOal

of thtit fittest; fairness, justice and equality as opposed to

the Hitlerian philosophy of a master race.

The unifying philosophy, they reported, was human dignity.

Yet, the individual notebooks contained comments of rage

and/or despair: "help powerless people - cheat bluff

cajole-if you fail, try something else-it all pans out to

self interesi we Itrainers) exist because there is conflict-

without conflict, I'd be out of business-i.he active pursuit

of equal distribution of resource's and the equitable applica-

tion of rules and regulations are' infinitely more important



r

.iim, diversitv of cultures, econOmics and, some MAY

A

AIR

re,

education/training-racism tie supported byclassic-

religiOn.".
4

This apparent dichotomy between expressions of,goals and

expreseions of-means seams readily explained by considering

the requirements widely extant in the field for race relations

trairess, race trainers and race coisultants.

the participants, reflected characterisiici of the three siMilar,

',It different tyees of individuals. Race relations practitioners

were thought to think of themselves as morally committed

activilsts. Race irainingipractitioners were thought to think

of themselves is confronting, no nonse4nse individuals. And

race consultants were thought tO think of themselves as results

oriented social pragmatists, and sometimes change agents. These

three, and a fourth type of individual, the bureaucrats who

saw themselves as being involved because their jobs required

it, but morally committed nevertheless, were all well represented.

The feedback indicated that the social pragmatists'(consultants)

were sometimes vieWed by their colleagues as existential oppor-

tunists, wheeler - dealers and money men. The confronting,

no -nonsense individuals (race trainers) were suspected of

being emotional, irrational and divisive. The morally com-

mitted activists (race relations traihers) were sometime's

- 15-



regardeci'as 'well meaning but either'naive or coppted by the

system. None of, the feedback datireflected on attitudes

towards the bureacrats.

Host participants indicated that the energizing force behind

the education/training programs was 4WD civil rights struggles

of the earli,60's, the urban riots oethe late 60's, the youth

revolution, the drug'itxplosion and institutional unrest that
\

continues toda/. Thelbasic philosophical ingredients, it

was indicated, wpre the moral ought - the Rebrew concept of

MUM? or JUST= - and the force of rising expectations on

the part of minorities, especiallt blacks. The pragmatic

socio-economic and political forces that had supported

racial harmony, justice, equal opportunity and social-
-

political participation through training programs had become

passive because threats tosproperty and institutions had

disappeared. Most iarticipants expressed feelings of being
.

beleaguer4a, frustrated'and outraged by the withdrawal of

support of racism training efforts by government agencies

and the general apathy of blacks. Some felt too that black

separation and black racism philosophies were counterproduc-

tive to their efforts.

;Theory and Definitions

Most participants acknowledged that race education/training

- 16 -
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0

4

C.

ç.

.bOrrowed itsprinciples and.teChnigues.from group dynamics
4

And conflict Managemeht tffe-Ory. One.group define& race.

relations training as the art of the'possible within the::eio

Limits imposed by the.types of people involved. One group/._
(_-

stated that what it was doing .could be defined in three

components:

awareness. ,Am

-racism, race relations-Ind Cultural

depending on)wh.

ddiining race

would be good

r suggested that*definitions would vary

they were for. Another suggested "that

tion/trainihg as human relations training

c relations and hive positive benefits.

A sigflificant statement from one group vas that lack of

definitional understanding and aCceptance'of race education/

I.

A

training practJ:des and techniques introduded semantic difficultiek

_into training and changed itt foCus.

There was some attempt to define racism, but it was'Aborted
4.

by time cohstraints and negative reaction to the word itself.

one participant suggeited that the word "racism° should not

be used because it was negative and blocked communication.

Attempti,were made to define other terms such as manipulation,

oppressor, genocide and colonial mentality, but they were

unsuccessful and were dropped evehtually as coUnter productive.

Discussion developed.around the concepts of institutional
)

versus personal raciSm; institutional change versus personal



gain; t k versus process orientation, and-human relations,
versus., ti-rlicismLeffOrts.

.

;It was a eied.bycniti4relqp,that definitions'ii 'race educatiOni
_ -treining: were a Seitot'ss:problemd

And although it vas possible--
,

,

to define,,msaieure and dO something about it, the important
thing for the symposium was to convince.people

that racilng
.

exists.

Marketing

Feedback on marketing was prefaced by ,statements indicating
that it was difficult to do: Race Relations education/trai-a

ing was permitted when racial' iseues threatened an operation
Or the achievement of,a goal or.was supported by morar and
ethical.beliefs:, The only time race education/training
personnel were called upon was after a crisis had developed.

'In terms og marketing programs, feedback suggested that race
"relations and-anti-racism programs were easier to market when
they were offered as human relations programs. One of the greatest
difficulties in marketing, it vas suvested, was convincing
management thpositive results could.be expected.

The best marketing opportunities seemed to develop when race
education/training programs were mission oriented, i.e., would
sustain a market, increase sales, or get good plablic relations.
.for the client thrcugh the media.

-18 -



Goodepackaging vas said to have been proved a good starketing

technique.' However, the most succestkui marketing efforis

were based on'pragmitic reitults such a* red=ing the number

of EEO complaints. 4mniazwinlOarRagers that a race education/

training program would save them tiMe and money or convincing

management that a crisis mould bp prevented.

The most difficult marketing effOrts lifire reported by voluatary

agencies where iace education/trainingfparsonnel were:unpaid

volunteers. Same.churches avoided inviting Officially

sanctioned race relations programs and even prevented them

from-beim held in-their facilities. :Marketing was easititr

when church doors were threatened with beJ:ng closed hy the

fluxes of changini neighborhoods* During periods of high

tension, as when i district was under court orders to

desegregate its schools, race relations clergy reported

having lAtle difficulty exchanging ideas with c it

leaders '-but few formia training programs.

=. On a personal 'level, marketing .wats reported to be mainly

2
through word of mouth. -One stream of thought s.uggested

4

that race educators/trainers were often selected on the basis

of their reputations as pacifiers,_ for being the "right"

race or sex, for being non-controvefsial and non-confronting,

for their acceptability in the system. The most financially

-1
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.

. fit .

40,9
. .

a*
0

successiul black trainers', on, fltpAlcipant stated, were those
who were culturally 'white..

.

Minority trainers weref.,riporet used as front mein topcoat- .

as tea" leaders,7* securiaj Contr4acts, while the real brains--
and leadership woUld rest Oith a'wiite who was ostensibly.
a *junior Membir of the team,

#

1,,

TWo participants etatedthat assignment to.'race education/
4

training*rograMm had damaged tbeirtieputitiois,and carimors.
.1 .

a

..
Planning.,

p.

-

Planning wee reported to haire-been.dons around the objective
' .

of meeting epcpresied need*. M9 iiinnirig to Change attitudes
, 1

or behriote was rgported artfiou.0 semieral references to

inclusio :of behavior modificatipn,m4thodologies were ma e
c -

under thessection ori philosophy.
..

,
,

.. .

Much race adilcaion/training
activity was,injeCisedlto

.
e

n' .
N

\affirm'tate action plans because it was'iire aceptable to
clients that,:way.,

.

'Pl.inning' was ufually not long 'rawer but.eitended only to
the point of satiifying some legiltor replatoryiequirement
that a client Vas under some pressure to meet.,

Some participants suggested that the planning phase was t*

- 0 -
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important as a period during which opportunities.io effedt

change could be developed by identifying advocates, determin-

ing what risks could be taken and.wto the risk takers were,

examining assumptions of change and-develeping organizational )

suRport systems.

The reason for the lack of common approaches to.common .

problems in race education/training planning was said to

result.from.the ladk of contact and Commuiiication between
r

practitioners who were widely isolated.

Planning, it was gmierally agreed, wax usually iailored to

reinirements, or to the needs of the client, al-
1111.-

though lone of the participants detailed a planning peocess

involving trainees in choosing from 40 or 50 "racial con-

flicta" the five or six that pirticipants considered priority

and wanted to learn to Aeal with:

Additionally, in a large government agency and in the Armed.

Forces, planning was described in someNinstances asft.h/ ighly -

organized, integrated with other planning activities; and

shared on the civilian side between the train4ng officer,:

the 17.cual Employment Opportunity Officer and the management.

Even in the military, according to one partibipant, the

primary objective of planning was to get the best PR kor

the boss and the most bang for the buck. Most said that



-thtquality of planning.usually depended on how much top
down support was given to the programs.

_A federal atiency participant reported that all race awareness-

training under his direction wes based on agency-wide

attitudinal surveys and class/sex dynamics.

iliother participant reported a daveloping program combining

EEO goals, Affirmative 4ction Plan (AAP) gOals and wee relations.
The rtlilatiVely pew organization has-planned to increase. the
number oflminorities in the organization and in hph level

positions; provide knowledge of'state and national laws

affecting minorities; devise-strategies for implementing

pOlicies; and improve communications, problem solving and

self awareness skills. This departmental progrgm included

race relations training only as a tie-in with affirmative

action.

The same participant reported specifically, what the groups

stated generally-that the program was getting implemented

only because thegovernor had put pressure on the agency

director. Prior to thisp.the program consiiild of statistical
reports.

. J

Also, the participant, probably not a trainer, was won over
to an "advocacy" approach while attending a seminar billed

as AAP Plan Writing which turned out to be an "awareness"
session.

. 31)
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The feedback indicated that good planning is done in mends-

tory race education/traiLng programs, but little is done

in voluntary programs.

Processes

New organizational and training processes were described

that were being developed to meet changed conditions regarded

by the great majority of participants as regressive.

The U.S. Narinea, for example, were !aid to be undertaking

to train all leaders in.race relations and to make each of-them

responsible for training their subordinates. The training

process.was said to be geared to rational discussion and

debate, and strict observance of military courtesy and custom.

At a university, according to one participant, training pro-

cesses involved six stages. Stage One required making parti-

cipants.aware of racial/culturapsexual differences i6rough

in:formation sharing. Stage Two dealt with definitional

analytical activities, Stage Three required the use of and

familiarization with measurement of racial attitudes in a

personal assessment.' Stage Four involved looking at sources

of racial attitudes. Stage Five involved setting (personal)

goals. And Stage Six involved establishing (personal) goals

for future behavior.

- 2 3 -
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From One school district, Children's Creative Responses to

,Conflict Prbgrams were reported to have been instituted. The

programs *ire not described.

The Army was reported to be combining race relation traina.
r. .

in; with EVO and management type training; dilutXng thi rol

If race relations in the view of some.

'Apparently, if the reports mere correctothe ieed and use

of confrontive tactics and on-your-feet, tands-on type

training skills are now minimal:though they may be necessary

again in time of. crisis. Itestrend seess.to have 'turned

from the appTication of behavioral psychology techniques

and towards organizational management techniques; atiay from

soft sell and towards hard research; away from personality

and Charisma and towards performance and results. But the

aseessments of many of the participants were that these trends

mere being used to conceal the unconcern and apathy felt

towards the problems of race.

Research and Evaluation

Research was described by-most participants as a politically

sensitive area where very.little was being done. This view-

poin was strongly opposed by three people who indicated

that good research was beiig produced 'but was not being made

available. Further opposition came from a few who felt that

Alk



while good research wailavailable and could be done, it was

necessary at present, to remain as ambiguous as possible

because of the national attitude And climate regarding race.

Host however, clearly felt that it was necessary to be able

to define and maasuiei all Upsets of race educationitraining.-:

A small group maintained that beeause race edUcation/train-

.ing was so political; and because,Vhen clearly thieatening

'goals are well defined, they (the goals) are put in jeopardy

'by the power brokari in.the systeir, the great need *research

was systems to monitor race crises and incidents to help

identify concomitant conditions in terms of where they occur

as opposed to where:they don't occur;

Though one participant was doing sophisticated research,

most limited their research efforts to follow-up surveys on
_-

trainee actions, attitudes and feelings; compiling inventories

of various kinds; answering inauiriesi stc.

-Research models that were employed in one way or another

were Wolfe's Mbdel for Conflict Resolution; Lauffer's

Simulations; Maier'l Role Plays; Kiresuk's Goal Attainment

Theories; Mercer's Conditions ASsociated with Good and

Bad Outcomes in School beiegregation; and others.

Some cited research outcomes in terms of increases in mimority

and female participation, employment, advancement and upward

25 33
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mobility as the kinds they did. Most were dissatisfied with

-end-of-training evaluation efforts. They were thought to*

have little value except for *selling. one's self or one's

program to a future client.

Overall, the feeling of a need for-better research remained.

.
ISSUES AND CONCERNS.

elaGreat concern was expressed ihat race cators/trainers be

competent and professional. Among the tandards advanced

for the identification and recognition of personnel engaged

in race education/training programs were competence and the

ability to continue learningw Criteria te determine if

standards were met included a background in the mikcial and

behavioral sciences with experience in organizational develop-

ment and systems technology.

Other comments were directed at the need for skills as

opposed to "just blackness". References from two workbooks

were made about blacks who were incompetent, had become

culturally white or had sold out.

One workbook contained a suggestion that race educators/

tiainers should be required to subscribe to a moral or

religious dimension in decision making.

' Most of.the participants favored credentiali ation of race

.25
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- educators/trainers as a way of getting better recognition and

improving competency,but opposed required credentials.
4 _

Ways of preventing educators/trainers from using group pro-
.

cessei to promote themselves or their philosophies, make-

moral judgements, or harangte, was a concern for some, as

was manipulation or domination of groups at the expense of
4

group process principles.

The major concern expressed was thet human relations training

:me being neglected human values were'being downgraded and

human ideals wire being replaced by matirialisd and institu-

tional indifference to human needs.
mm.4.1+....

A major need that was expressed was for identifying haw self

, interests of whites are served by eliminatidg racism. It

was suggested that professionals in the field of public

relations might be'used for this purpose if dunds could be

foundo.

SUMMARY

The Second Annual Symposium on Race Education/Training was

dominated to some extent by feelings related to the deemphasis

nationally on programs of civil rights, race relations,

equal opportunity and affirmative action. Sducation and train-

ing programs in those areas have .suffered heavily. Basic



4

differences between the practitioners 'in these areas of effort

mere surfaced due partly to the shrinking market.for their

Services, but Mainly because.of their differing mirthodologiei

and philosophical approaches to the same or similar goals...

The goals of race relations programs (to establish racial herm
.

mony) were suspect because they supported other goals (combat

readiness, pacification efforts, good pUblic relations, etc.)

that were not compatible with moral, economic and Eolitical

goals.

Anti-racism education/training goals iftre perceived to be aiked

exclusively at white4, and were seen as confronting personal

and institutional racism on an awareness level without pravi-
4

sions for planned change.

The race consultant's goals iere to effect changes in institu-

tions and systems through organizational development, consulta-

tions, advocacy, expertise and, sometimes, education/training:

Their change strategies and goals might.or might not relate
4

to racial allies, although all espoused racial justice as a

concept.

Philosophical foundations of the approaches to race education/

training activities were derived from religlous, economic and

political bases, and range4/from a need to reaffirm the quest

for the moral ought and justice through direct action and

- 28 -



laissez faire entrepieneurship.

Race edumation/tiaining theeories derived principally fiom Oise
,

cf:grono.dynamics and groupLisychologv, wtth underpinnings Cl_supm

porting concepts from religion, economici, pigitics, management

and *the striae. igo progress was made in differentiating

delftnitions and metholiologies.

indications were that there are astandard formal, or organized

marketing approaches to race education/training. Marketing is

done usually on a hit or miss basis. Pradtitioners remain

basically at the mercy of the client, and serious ethical and

moral issues are related to-this condition which also has a

negative impaCt on serious planning efforts.

Planning sae generally geared to the needs.of the client, **It

surreptitious planning activities or opportunities were SONe-

times initiated by practitioners.

Training process were not thoroughly discussed. Some allega-

tions of violations of group process principles by certain
a

It

practitioners were made. There was serious disagreement on

tactics in group process. On an organizational level, train-

ing processes were seen as effectively captured by clients.

Though some sophisticated research aid evaluation in the field

of race education/training was reported, it seemed not to be

-29 -
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ditectly related to the elimination of racism, or the establish-

ment-Of harmonious relations between the races.

In.those areas, most of the participants saw needs for immovemeits

in amitsigilitilitv and acceptafiiiity.to institutions. They syg-
gested more sophisticated staff with documented experience and

.credentials as one of the necessary steps to iMproved accessibilitY

and acceptability. Practitioners, it was suggested, should be

completely knowledgeable about the state of the field of race

relations, includin4"especially, the effects of lawsuits and

government policy.

It was suggested ti'mat race education/training programs should

not be undertaken without the firm commitment and high visibility

oatihrlop manageri; that training assigniments should be undertaken

without pay or other rewards when the situation required it.

The Second Annual Symposium on Race Education/Training revealed

the schisms that have developed in the movement. Bitterness

and distrust, 'fed by a worsening economy, the seeming disihterest

of blacks, and the truncated approach to minority problems by

government agencies, have replaced the unifying efforts of the

Sixties.

a

Though morale is low and human rights and relations are being

neglected, the issues were clear. The art of developing warm,

- .3 3-8



,friendly and effective.coopetrative rilationships betweenopfoples

'and orainisations are more necessary now than ever befo're. The

*eked for honest self asse'sSment by rsCce relations people, by

anii-racism.people and by orgaLzational development people

.must somehow be met.. The-stress of feghting for a, piece of

. the pie must ise overcome by deliAberate choices of roles and__

goals within thrnifying.philosophy, thltdignity of man.

Clearly, three different strains of human interaction endsavprs

have developed. bet should be clearW definablé in terms

of philosophy, ideolo.yg and goals. As the struggle continues

the issues should be resolved.. One can only hope that with

2

resolution, *will come.4.eeperi mOre comprehensive understanding and

acceptance of the meaning of the dignity of mar6 and inclusion

of blacks, women, and all oiher so called minorities into the

mainstream of American ecopomic and political
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The purpose of,thlis peier is to sketch some of the

common issues and'dilemmal most of us encounter in designing

ihd doing race.edud'aiion/training. I do not.intend, nor

am I capableeto provide answers to es!lh of these dilemmas.

Rather,'.I-hope that by drawing them ts.,,eur attention I can

hely us,all reflect more deeply and share more fully on

those major problims in. achieving social justice in America.

Race education/training is only one of a *ariety°of

itange strategies available to people cow:armed, wit'red

or eradhating radismin America.. Organiiational change efforts,

community developmeneeprograms, new legislative or judicial

policieS, alteration of political structitres, and transforma-

tion of our economy are but-examples of the wide range of

other important strategies. Although race education/training

is itself a limited strategy, it is a necessary component of

any.change.program, *ince sooner or later all institutional or

,strucpral changes must be implemented and supported atpthe

'personal level. Howeve1r, race education/training is:not a

sufficient program itlf for the reduction of racism and in
t

some circumitancedit may distract energy,from other important

objectivesP The reasons for these preliminary statements about

the importance and lititations of race education/training will

become clearer throughout this paper.

I can signal the kinds of -issueg and dilemmas dealt

with in this paper-in a table of contents:
.
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Definitions

I want to begin the discussion of dilAtMas,in race

education/training by focusing= alternative definition's ot

the terms involved. iamb definition carrles.with it implica-
,

.1

tions for our diagnosis about the sociaty and our goals and

objectives,for.chinge programs. Disagreements over preferred

definitions illustrate the political nature of different out-
x

looks and 'goals in this entire endeavor. The definitions,

here or,elsewhere, are not arbitrari, and oug language reflects
.1:

mar culture and,ouepolitics every iit as much as do our goals.

For instance, the Conference title (and thus paper title) is

"Symposium on Race Education/Training2 It could have been

"Symposium on Anti-Racism Training." Would that have made any

difference? 01ould anyone have had different initial reactions?

Expectations? 'Do these different titles, which are different

ways of talking about our-conuion probgram-Concerns, reflect

different politics and different,goals?.
a
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I assume that a basic goal of all race education/training

IA the redAibtion or eradication of racism. The term "racism"

:is used by,various people in a variety of ways; it can be .de-

fined primarily by%five broad forms.of evidence.

1. In effects or outcomes, as evidenced in the unequal

distribution of economic, political, and social status

resources or rewards to varied racial groups.
N.

2. In personal acts or behaviors, as evidenced in

, individual performance that creates disadvantage or

-lesser privilege or reward for some people or that

leads to them being discrilinated" against.

3. Tnyersonal attitudes or values, as evidenced in

public Opinion polls or survey qUaiiionnaires of a

broad range of the American public.

4. In institutional procedures, as evidenced in racially

discriminatory bechanisms that provide differential

advantage and privilege to people of di,fferent races,

including locating the meams of institutional control

predominantly with one group.

In cultural values or norms, as evidenced in symbol

systems tlanguage), value fiamewOrks or fashioni,more

highly cherished by one group than another being

accepted as the "right" and the *good." yurther,

in the ways some social,and,political roles, expecta-
.

tions and identities are distored and/or madq

available only to seleCted groups.



These five alternative but non-exclusive forms of evidence,
or definitions, help distinguish between individUal racism
(12 S 3), and institutional raasm (#14 4 & 5). They also
distinguish betwee cultuial or attitudinal racism (13, 54-,
and behavioral racism (11, 27 4). Tie following table may ilelp
illustrate these distinctions.

Individual

Institutiona

Table 1: Rinds of Racism'

Attitudinal
or

Cultural

Behavioral

Personal attitudes, Personal Acts,Opinioni,
Vallues .

Behaviors,
Choices or
non-choices

Organizational/Societal
Organizational/SocietalNorms, Symbols,

. Procedures, Programs,Pashions,.Myths Mechanisms,

my working definition of racism suggests that it is a
set.of behaviors or institutional acts at the personal/institu-
tional level that create or perpetuate sets of advantages
or privileges foi whites and exclusions or deprivations for
minority groups. It requires, in addition to a set of social
meamailm (institutional prictics) and an ideology (norms/
attitudes) of explicit or Mplict superiority, the power to
implement and maintain stems of privilege or deprivation ,

(Carmichael fi HamiKon, 1967; Knowles a Prewitt, 1969;
Tumin, 1969).

I do not think that eVery white person consciously
feels superior to members of minority groups, nor that persons
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believing or acting in ways that maintain racial privile9s-amd.-_

oppression aivays deliberately intend that state of affairs.

In fact,'thelevels of consoioui prejudice or delibe.rats---

discrition may vary considerably. .But intentionality is not

4

necessarily the important issue in racism; it is not irrelevant,

but neither is it &Ways critical. People and institutions can

engage in racism without knowing it and withotit meaning to do

so. In some cases, their actions or policies have direct and

immediate impact; in other calms their more passive responses

have'indirect impact through other mechanisms. But in what-

ever way persons or institutions contribute to 4 social con-

dition wherein minorities receive lesser social and economic

rewards, they,help maintain and advance racism and injustice.

Racism is not an ephemoral, occasional or easily

evaded problem in American life; it is a deeply eiSadded and

fundamental part of our culture and political-economic structure

(Chesler, 1976). If it were otherwise we would have a much

easier time understanAing,confronting and changing it. As

others havdeepointed out, "In America, in the North as well as

the South, it is normal to be a racist; it is behavioral/

Conformity; it is fully sanctioned with rewardssand punishment

(mostly of a material'nature) (Hodge, Struckman and Trost, 1975,
a.

po 81)." Thus, it is hard for any of us brought up within a

"racist society* especially to the extent we benefit,from the

privileges of that society, to see racism clearly* and to

distinguish it from other forms of "normal" behavior. As



Fiman, at. al argue, the persistence of racial and sexual'
disorimina on may be due in part to the "widespread failure-
to comp how discrimination works, especially hoy it-Ls
perpetuated thout any particular motivation ot intent *
the norial practices and procedures of our institutions (11.a:-
p. 1)." &attempt atsuch =prehension is not only part of
a good race education program,it is essential to our min efforts'
here to consider the design of such programs.

According to my definition, racism is not a bilateral or
universal process. I use the term to refer to what whites do to
blacks and to other minority groups, novthe reverse. The reason
is that institutional'norms and mechanisms operate over time only
Jisofar es they are supported by soCietal power. In our society,
the power to maintain such institutional control and its advan-
tages rests in the hands of white people, not in the hands of
minorities. Thus; blacks m4 be said to be prejudiced in their
personal values, opinions, or even 'to engage in personal acts
of discrimination, but they do not in this society have the
systemic power to engage in instiiutional racism.*

*Under certain circumstances, we might imagine exceptions,First, there could'be isolated pockets of society whereblacks have power, real power, autonomous from white control.These blacks could be racist toward whites, although I know ofno such conditions now. Second, blacks could be co-opted bywhites to do the work of controlling or discriminating againstother blacks (or against Chicanos, Natiye-Americans, etc.)Under such conditions, those blacks.could be said to be racistto other minorities. It, seems,to me reasonable that othersmight prefer a bilateral definition, or one that pays lessattention to systemic power and more to psychologicalattitudes or social psychological interactions:
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4.

The largest minority group we must consider as the victim

of racism,is black people. But chicanos, Puertor:icanos-and'

Other latinos or hispanic-Americans are also part of the-picturs,
A

as are native Americans or native peOples (better yet bettause

they pre-data "Americanization"), Asian-Americans, etc. The

quality of oppression, distinguished primarily by rlce and .

color, demarks these minOrities from other, numerically small'

groups,,that also have experienceddiscrimination in America.

The sheer multiplicity and complexity of racial, ethnic, and

economic variations among and within various minority groups

should alert us to the pluralistic datute of racism and its

effects.

In terms of the reakitites of institutional goiter in

America, some may even want to reserve the term "Racism" to

deScribe the actions of that subset of whites who are affluent,

male, adult and generally Protestant (WAMAP), for they really

hold and broker power in our major social institutions

(Chesler,ind Worden, 1974). In this sensie, the oppressed

or non-privileged may be others than racial minorities; poor

white peoPle, and whites of various ethnic groups also are law

on the distribution of'political and economic resources and

rewards. In stressing this point, Novack argues that "(white)

ethnics were the victims of 'white racism' (1971, p. el),"

a phenomenon generated by the Nordic consciousness of early

British and German settlers against later arrivals from southern

or eastern Europe. Differences which originated in national or



ethnic traditions, and wire'exacerbated by differentiated

access:to power and privilege in America, have resUlted in
.4kriots-level* of.privilege and oppression within the white

. .-group. The rich internal diversity-of our ethnic heritage

has not been realized, because "while esthetic cultural
-different.' were tolerated in areas,such.as diet, music and

dente, 'ilimore
intonsivecultural pluralism that potentially

thrZitened the existing distribution ofyealth, pmier and
prestige was not (Dashevsky, 1976&p. 191)." Thu's 'Nordic"
control masked diversity and subverted equality within the
white community, as well as between white groups and racial
minorities. Regardless of the different status levels 'and
privileges among white groups, however, the.white-black or
whiterracial minority differences are overwhelmingly more
importani; I think they alone deserve the term racism.

will return to these issues.later, but it seems useful to
draw attention to them it the outset:

The second major asiumption I mike is that a basic
goal of all race education/training is the creation or facili-
tation of hiightened forms of consciousness or awareness.

"Awareness" about race relations also has several different
possible definitions, each of which has different meaning for
the ronduct and outcomes of education/training programs.

\/ 1. /ncreased information about the racial pluralism
of the American society and, most specifically,

increased white information about.the nature of

minority peoples.
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2. Increased infoimation about the nature of whiteness_

in American society. . . the collective history of

white privilege, the mll_tural diversity 'of white

tithnic groupings, the fragmentation -and aPpression

of some grouir of whites (on the basis of class or

thnicity), and the,way racism effects white-white.

relationships.

Increased understanding of one's own participation

in personal racAali, namely an increased understanding

of s own attitudes and behaviors.

4. Incre d underst din of one's enmashOint in a

struct e of institutional racism, aad within the or-

ganizations in which %MI WprIk and play. . go to .

school or Church, produce or serve, govern or defend,

etc.
5. Alteration of one's behavior so as to act in a self-

conScious and minimally racist way.

6. Implementation of concerted action to confront

institutional racism as it occurs within one's

life space, social groups, and communities and

society at large.

These alternative meanings of awareness range from new levels

of information, to new attitudes, to new forms of social be-

havior. For some, a concern about education stresses the

creation of new cognitive understandings and perceptions;

that'can involve learning more about minorities, about whites,
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or-about oneself. One of the dangers of teaching whites about

minorities, is that such informationmay be put to a nmmber

of uses - not all positive or oriented to social justice out--

loodies. If information alone is the cont4nt of educational

programs, it may be safer for the focus of information to

be upon oneself and one's own culture. For instance,

Novack.suggests that learning one's own ethnic identity

and cultural history is critical: if you_explore

.your own ethnic .identity, the effort will not blind you
4

,to the spbtle, provocative ways in whi6 others differ from

you., To understand what it is.to be a Jew or an Italo-

American is to gain some insight into the differences implicit

in being an Alro-American, into black pride, inti;black

'Politics, and the reverse (1971, p. S)a Similarly, Novack

feels it is impOrtant for whites to understand the ways

powerful Nordic-America4 manipulated others' ethnic identities

by promoting an assimilationist ideology thatlept nOcomers

from promoting and celebrating their historic roots.

For others, actIVe participation in new forms of

personal and institutional behavior are the most important

outcomes of educational programs. This stress recognizes

thanew perceptions and.new actions -are not only not the

same, but that they do not always go together in a visible



and consistent manner.* Some time ago, Merton (1949).

argued quite eloquently that persons may harbor prejudiced

attitudes.that.are not reflected in behavior; and that pert&

eons may behave_in discriminatory ways without harboring-pre-

judiced attitudes. Thus, a programmatic stress an information

and self -_other understanding may not lead to any changes in

beliavior,- especially if these understandingssAre not connected

to tbr roots of interpersonal motivation and interaction.

Educational programa that "focus on-new behaviors, especially

behavior's undertaken in the context of small group, organiza-

tional or community contexts, Illwr have more ciancs of being

successful.

2. prograkmatic goals

The discussion of definitions has included implicit

references to the goals of race education/training. I want

to try to make these alternative outcome statements.explicit

here, so that conscious and deliberate choices may be made

clear. The problem of who sets the goals of a training

.10

program are as important to consider ias the nature of the

.

*Thus, the social science tendencY to rely upon attitudes as
indicators of individual commitments or behavioral predisposi-tions must be suspect; it certainly is different-than observing
actual:behavior or .institutional performance. This is a long-
standing issue in social research and the problems are well
documented in two excellent reviews, separated by over 25years (Chein, Deutsch, Hyman and Jahoda, 1949; Schuman and John-son, 1976). Interesting arguments can-be had about whether thereason for this inconsistency between racial attitudes and
-racial behaviors lies primarily in the nature of human beings,.
the influence of social norms and. constIrnts on individualbehavior, or the difficulty of accurate cial measurement.
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goals themselves. For now, let.us focus on the character of

goals: but the reader should be alerted to the issue of whose

choice it is, and to my diOcussion of that issue under the

heading of The Contract.

The first set of goal choices revolves around the.kinds-

of racism that might be the target of change in an education

program. .As indicated in the discussion of definitions,

that choice may inclUdt individual or institutional racism,.

'at either the cultural-attitudinal or behavioral-program

level. That is, when an organizational representative asks

for a race education program, shit/he may want help in changing

individuals within the organization/ or in changing the organi-

zation itself and in changing attitudes or in changiWg behi-vior.

There is substantial evidence that changing individual

attitudes is.an t and feasible goal for an education

progsma. At the same time, however, there is increasing

evidence that altered attitudes may not necessarily leadvlo

altered behavior. First, persons who alter their racist

attitudes (information-based attitudes or evaluative'

judgements) may not necessarily replace them with anti-

racist viewpoints. Second, persons with newly anti-racist

attitudes may'not know how to translate them into appropriately

anti-racist behavior.

It is also problematic to move fram the level ot individual

change to institutional change. The mere additive effect of

many individual changes does not necessarily "add up to"



at.

:changes in organizations and institutions. Individual-
..."'"'"".-........7-

change is, from my own point of view, simply not a sufficient---
goal in a society rife with institutional racism add iniu3tio4.-

It may be a necessary goal, a first step on the row& to

greater organizational or institutionel chant; or, it'may
be a useful outcome of inStitutional changes. But the racikb

embedded firmly in institutional mechanisms =A ideoio4ies
will not be countered by a-few enlightened individuals, not
unless their efforts-are Linked to large masses of others and

organized into coherent amd-Oowerful social forms. As I
*hall indicateafitet,=inititutional change requires changes in

the-charicteristicszoi institutions-organizations and communities

r;ot-just in many-individuals.*-

The second set of-goal choices revolves ikound the

different definitions of awareness that might be the target

Or outcome of an education program. At the individual level,

again, .1 tried to distinguish between various kinds of

"understanding", kinds that differed in their internal or

external focus, their intellective or emotional focus, and

their attitudinal or behavioral focus. Depending upon the
kinds of awareness elected as-program outcomes, di

skills would be valued in prci4ram development and different
learning techniques would be required.

A third sot of goal choices concerns the ;lation of

*Later I. discuss the ways in which progiams can help peoplemove from individual changes to the potential of organizationalchanges.
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the race education/trainini program to the goals of tha

orgenization or community within which people are-operating,

ror instance, if ws seek to.alter institutional racismo_its.
sz-ist understand how racism might be related'to the lission
of the agency or organization'involved. I. racism' essential.

/tor organizational effectiveness? Or is it.dysfunctional? .

What about the irai4ing/education erogram? Would its .

success aid the organization or agencir in accomplishing

its basic mission? Or would it only draw nttention to issues
the agenci or orianixation does not wish to deal 4th7

*The'enduring and pervasive en-rafter of racism in American .

soctety means we can expect to find it throughout all our

organizations. An organization seeking to eradicate it
is moving against the tide.of the American culture, and mAght

fhave to pay the short-run price of.decreased mission

efficiency, increased internal tension, loss of consumer

or community support, etc. In the long run, of course,

our hope is that the reduction of organizational racism

leads to better internal relatio9 , more efficient mission

Cperationse. more support from the \ community, etc. To be

sure, it. is not completely sure tht this would happen. if
racism is the norm from which we are rewarded, organizations
that overtly run counter to that norm stand the risk of being

sanctioned negatively by socal forces that resist such change.
There is risk here, :nd organizations May have to be prepared

to make sacrifices in or4er to move positively on an anti-

racist agenda.

4
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As we consider the relatiOnship of race education to an

organization's mission and standard operating procedures, we

should examine the organizatipn's self-interest in generating
.

such programs. The 4oa1s ot an education program may involve

heilping an organization to survive in its present form, or

at least as'close to its present iorm as possible. We often

see such an -orientation active in the midst of a crisis,'

when groups oi'organizations seek to implement innovative

Pxp.grairns in order to' dtem disruption and restablize or pacify

their 14ves. In othex . circumstances organizations may have
4

goals of Making minor reforms, and may include race education

progkams as part of a move in the direction of anti-racist

efforts. Such programming may use race education programs

as the first step toward more pptent orgInizational changes

in the direction of racial equity or justice. Or, on the other

hand, it may bee*tised.as a distraction, a token move that heads

off further reform by providing an appearance of change where

none is really intended. When root change, not just system'

maintenance, is the goal, race education programming makes

a different kind of sense. One key to sorting out organiza-

tional goals is to direct race education to the internal

issueb potent in an organization. Such an approach prevents )

abstract 'programming that is unrelated to relevant organizational

goalsc, and permit's greater clarity and integration (or dis-

entanglement, as the case may be) of the goals of race education

with the organization's goals for employing this educAional

Uctivity.
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Another important goal choice is involved in the !wed

to consider the relationship of racism to other itsues of

social justice in Amsricai society. As Myrdal pointed oft,

"Ths Nagro protammr,is an ii;teciral.part of, or a special

phase of, the whole complex Of prOblems in the Larger American

civilization. It cainot be treiited in isolation" (1962,.

.Concern'about *racism must be linked to other

-concerns with_ eliminating sexism, age-isi and sdcial class and

ethnic discrimination. In turn, they all mdst be .related

.to basic-prOblems in econoMic.and social justide that occur

in a heavily bureaUcratized, highly centralized'form of

tate-supported capitalism. To take oily one of,these forms

of.injustice, and.to separate it frowthe othars, leaves

varitius groups Of oppressed peoples open to being played

off against One "nother. i°Nponsider any oethese forms of

sociai'injusOme abstracted from its roats in our political-

economy le
r.

s.us all 4erating in a vacuum. 4

All education ancl all traieing is political, of course,

1

It all has to do with the reorganization of social values, and,

1 potentially, with the generation of different organizational

.and societal'programs. Therefore, it is both,appropriate and

necessary,to raiiie these sorts of questions about the political

goals of race education/training. In many circumstances,
4

programs centering on individual information and understanding

have been created and utilized as forms of social pacification.

to satisfy protestors or to provide an arena for the verbalized

-



cooling off of racial tensiTs. Thus, some programa ve

_tended to driw attention and resources away from the ttack

on basia organizational or societal racism. If that 4Ls all

they are, they do not alter institutional patterns of racism,

:nor do they tap levels of awareness ,that include new behaviors_

and new programs ofTiocial action. Nor, in fact, do they move

us toward &society or organization that can realize our

goals of social justice. Throughout this Paper, I shall try

tobe alert to thou dilemmas of program design and Usage that

Clan render race training/education at least uselss, and at

most downright' dangerous.

I consider working on goals of institutional racism

more important than lust individual racism:working on goals

of activist awareness.more important than just Aproving un-

galerstanding and focussing on the organizational or societal

roots of multi-faceted injustice especially important. It

remains to be seen just how powerful raCe.education/training

Is in reaching. these objectives. After all, we have lots.of

programs, but relatively little social change thdt can be

traced to them so far.

3. A4umptions about Chancle
...1111

al
R./

All toa oftin, I/we embark upon change programs based

upon the immediate opportunities at hand, or the resources

we have available, rather than also'carefully considering

our assumptions about how we thinX canges keally occur.

Then. we' plan on the basis of impli or unconscious ,assumptions,
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and may end up doing things we do not really believe in. _Thus,
iwant to stress the importance of explicitness about suck_
assumptions, and to examine several alternatives here.

TO set the framework for considering these assumptions,

-adequatelypremembegifhat when we talk about altering institu-
tional racism, we are-talking about altering values, associations,
institutional operations, an# their support in patterns of
established power and privilege. Some of the following assump-

. tions might be fruitful tq reflect upon.

1. Change comes through an'appeal to the democratic,

values and moral commitments.Of people who have
the power to make chan4es. This assumption

suggests that all Americans owe loyalty to most

of the principles of the Constitution and to values

about race reflected in Myrdal's "American Dilemma*
(1962). Recent research suggesis that white&

attitudes towards blacks have become increasingly

positive or tolerant (less racist) civer the years
(Hyman and Sheatsley, 1964; Campbell, 1971).

*Another interpretation of these datafis that

attitudes.may not have changed, but that whites

are increasingly reluctant to express anti-black

attitudes in the current social climate (Campbell,

1971). Other data or interpretations argue that
there is more white unplarity or ambivalence,

rather than negativeness or positiveness (Schuman,
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1969). All three tresiit may be net gà4ns for our.

cosiberns. They suggest that as confLd as we all

may be, a fundamental American commitment to

tarisniem and to social justice can:be a9unted upon.

The change strategy implied here is an EleaLta
EICEL11. . . establishing grievances, serving UP.

information about racism, asking for fair play,

etc. The expectation is that on presentation of

this information, the white majority that becomeis

more aware of this situation will change itself

or the conditions and organizations it controls.

Change COMOS through reducing the basic irrationality

of vreludiced people and institutio. The-basic

assumption here, supported by considerable social

science research, is that -much personal and insti-

tutional racism is a reflection of irrational fears;

prejudices, and stereotypes, generated via peoples'

early socialization experiences (Adorno, et.al.,

1950). Supporting these assumptions of the irrationa-

lity of racism (prejudice) is a vast body of psycho-

logically oriented research. Generally, the,following

critical variables or factors are emphasized:

defense mechanisms such as displacement and'aggressive

responses to frustration (Doob.and Sears, 1939;

Berkowitz, 1962)vlow self-esteem and categorization

(Erli-ch, 1973; Pearl, 1954); stereotyping as a



0. I o, '

function of perceptual and cognitive simplification

Mardiner, 1972; Tijfel, 1969, Tajfel, 1971);

searches for value coherence and similarities, and

assumptions about sharing or not .sharing others'

values (Rokeach and Massif 1966)$ and misplaced

or erroneous.attributions concerning the causes

of social dynamics and phenomena (Ashmors and Del

Boca, 1976). The change strategy implied here is

the reduction of ithite's defenses through programs

that include: (1) theiipy that twinges on self-

in:tights, raising Of self- esteem, reduction of

agiression via catharsis, tc; and (2) cognitive

training that.focusses on increased information

about ciuses of minority behavior and roots of

majority privilege, development of more camplex

perceptual or reasoning patterns, etc. When such

programs lower peopleepsychological defenses,

they can be supported to engage in more open

behavior with regard to race relations.

3. Change comea through putting people in contact

with one another to overcome the ivnorance and fears

bred by isolation, distance, and stereotypes. ,One

important part of this assumption has been that

symbolic contact alone may help. .But the evidence

seems to indicate that traditional forms of symbolic

contact or educatkft (lectures, speeches, movies, and
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fiWstO.ps about black people and cultures) doss

little by itself to change virites' behavior (Katz,
A

1976). Thus, it seems more fruitful to consider .

direct forms of.contact, for instance, those

reflected in patterns of school and residential

desegregation (peutsch.and Collins, 1931/ Racial-

Isolation in

1969). Rare

tint. Public Schools, 1967; Pettigrew,

Oks asiumed that putting people

together will reduce ignorance and fantasies and

help build more egalitarian behavior and positive

fOrms of social ad)ustment. The great deal of

social researei that has been:done on "benign

contacesuggests that this approach can be successful
P

under pertain conditions (miry 1976):

a. sustained contact. . conticts made in school,
workplace or the military may not besustained
unless they occur ovek considerable time, and
in varioos institutional settings.

b. intimate contaCt. . contact works best when
it is more than superficial, but involves
friendships and the creation of mutual and
caring relationships.

c. equal status relations. . in order to not
reinforce old stereotypes and traditional forms
of white-dominant relations, contact works best
when they occur between whites and 'blacks of
equal status (or even perhaps when blacks have
the higher ptatus).

d. cooperative contact. . . competitive Alations
reinforce old patterns of fight and flight,
and contact works best when ta4ks require whites
and blacks to be Aterdependent and cooperative.
This can be implemented in the form of coopera
tive or collaborative goals, and mutually shared
ccincerns and activities.
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pleasant and positive contact. . A contactworks best when it is felt to be a pleasant,experience and when whites and blacks have_ positive perceitions of each other and of

I

'their work together.

f. institutional support for contact. . . contactworks best when the institutional setting within. whidh it occurs is supportive and.'rewardingof these patterns, pfsrhaps even when systematicauthority and norms require it.

Mani attempts at generating Change in race relation's
thru "contacts have not been conducted in such binign,.

environments. The results have been disapagtiit,
then, reminding us that contApts can. have negative

effects and reinforce negative stereotypes if they
do not meet these poiitive conditions (CaritherS.
1970; Katz, 4964).

4. Change comes through a reorganizaiion of whites'

perceptions of their rational self-interests vii-a-
vis racial matters. The basic assumption her is
that racism is not a product of irrational fears or
stereotypes, but a reflection of the perceived self-
interest of whites in maintaining their economic
and political privileges, even at the expense of
minorities (Blalock, 1967; Blumer, 1961; Ransford,
1972; Vanneman and Pettigrew, 1972). Rothbart

(1967), for instance, suggests that white self-

interest will result in anti-black attitudes and

behavior especially when: whites feel they get less
good education or other public services as a result
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of desegreg'tion; whites feel they are required to

-- live as a minority in public housing communities

or cities affected by fair housing statues; whites

feel they loss income and jobs as a result of new

hiring procedutes.- According to this assumption,

ffective race education/training programs would

focus on the ways perceptions of the environment

establish current 4lf-interest relationships.

One tactic would.be to promote consideration of

mhether those subjective perceptions of "gains° are

actually occurring, and what the "losses" or prices

of those gains are to whites themselves*

/ On Some occsOsions,,e0ucation programs may

faster:the recognition that many whites are not
7

t artici ants in the exercise of racism vi a-vis

minorities, but also are the victims of oression

by other more powerful and affluont whites. Attempts

to inquire into the ways racism may work to the

diSadvantage of some whites may help all understand

how their co4n position of relative,advantage with

regard to-minorities may-be manipulated by a ruling

class of affluent whites who benefit,in extraordinary.

ways from the current arrangement of race relations

*Not only whether these gains and costs are real, but whether
the Costs really are occurring as a result of black activity,_
or rather the controlling power of white elites. Balbust,
(1971) indicates how false consciousness or a lack of con-
sciousness on these matters may create non-rational resistance
to change.
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As Rothbart points out, "the cost of blacks' entry
into the labor market is borne largely by blue-collar
workers who become resentful of the competition from
blacks. This Fesentment, although understandable,
is unfortunate because it'really should be directed
at- aiddle- and upper-income whites who are not
equitably sharing the costs.of promoting4racial
equality".. (1976, p. 365). The emi' dynamic is
found'in *Chool desogregation7 situations, wherein
blue collateighborboods and children are the ones
most likely to be paitof a racial.desegregation
.program.

Racism that separates whites from blacks and
other minorities diminishes each group's potential,
and creates confusioh and doubt within the white
population. The hostilities that often accompany

)ethnic groupidifferentilion among whites (Jew61

v. Protestant and Catholic; Pole v. Italian v. Irish)
is another example of division - this time among non-
elite elements of the white majority. Moreover, the
use of racism to preserve and perpetuate elites'
eccifiomic and political

privilegessworki io the ,

Miterial disadvantage of white working peopl..e.

(Cox, 1959; Reich, 1972). 'As lower-class whites
and females of all classes undezgtand their exclusion
from the higher reaches of American society, and the
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way they are oppressed and exploited by-reigning

elites, they may act togettrir to altar multiple

structures of injustice - racial, sexual, economic,

regional, ethnic, etc. (Bom, 19701 Tabby 1971).*

Race education/training programs that generate

information about the $ tate
)
of this soclry, that

ccenect white and black people's oppressive life

situations with those circumstances, and that*train

people for pc4itical aation clearly represent ways

of linking race education/training to_this assumption

abOut hdw change will occur.

5. Change only comesthrough substantial threat or co-

ercion of the ruling white majority. This assumption

suggetts that'white elitei will not easily change

their advantaged position« . . at'least not without ,

perceiving that their ability to maintain advantaged

positions is in danger. It leads to the strategy

'In fact, Novack (1971) suggests that "a coalition of blacks
aid ethnics (whites) will be inherently more stable than a
coalition between intellectuals and blacks. For the real inter-
ests of blacks and ethnics - homes, neighborhood services, schOols,
jobs, advanCement, status - are virtually identical; whereas the

-political interests of intellectuals are mainly those of a con-
sciousness that can easily and often., as blacks well recognize,
be false (p. 257)". Obviously, arguements abOUt the most likely
and effective.coalitions can go either way, but the test of which
we each elect comes back to whether we believe in the binding
power of "rational self-interest,coalitions based upon class:
or in "political value" coalitions based upon moral beliefs
in the democratic ethos.
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of mobilizing large numbers of minority people or
'

dihaffected whites to challenge or confront the power
of those who benefit most:from the gystem of racism..-1:

(Eeaner, 1969; Clemson, 1975; Lpid, 1973). Race.

education/training programs operating_on this'assump-
iion would teach people how to dim:over the vulner-
abilitpas of ruling groups, and how to mobilize/%
credible threats to their power. (Kahn, 1970;

Friers, 1970; Lurie,1.970). Two distinct steps are
involved in generating such threats, .One requires
the mobilization of largo enough members of people and
other resources so as to create enough-power to realis-
tically Challenge the power of elite groups to main-

tain their rule. The otheir requires making this threat

credible to members of rulin4 grouis... . visibility
is helpful, as is the development of new myths or

ideologies'that suggest confrontation and challege (or
maybe even overthrow) is imminent,* In either case,
linkages between ra?6, education programs and other
community groups or mass movements concerned with°
racial iustice make good sense.

11111..mlm.1Mal=111111111=111111101MMINNI.

*We have already discussed how critical it is for elite groupsto control the media and myth systems in order to maintain thelegitimacy of their rule, and the competitive divisions amongminority groups and between these minorities and poorer whites.By the same token, low power groups' ability to influencethese same media and cultural myth systems may help themmake elites more vulnerable to their a`ttack and challege.
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If we are clear regarding our assumptions about how

changes in race relations occur, we each should be under-

taking only those education/training programs that are built

an those assumptions. ror instairee.race oducation/tra4ning

programs may be very effective. in instances where the assumptions

require or expect good will and in rpersonal contact as

conditions for change, but not in t1pi,e requiring the mobiliza7

tion of power and challenge to Prover.

of the assumptions may dramatically af ec the Choice of educe

tion/tr'aining design, staff, skill trainin activities and

evaluative format.

can illustrate some of these relAtionship, between

asiumptions and-program designs in the following table.

Table 2: Some relationships between

groups. Or, the nature

N.

ch. ar.2sreass tioivilo and ta et groups

Assumptions about change

Target Groups

A. B.
Powerful Low.lpower
.whites whites

C.
Minority
members

1. Appeal to democratic
values.

4-

_
.

,

,

2.
,

Reduce irrational
prejudice.

.

.

3. Encourage interracial
contact. .

,
.

4. Reorganize whites' per-
ceptions of self-interest.

.

,

5. Threaten elites.

-.59
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Ipich set.of asliumptions about change mi46t make it mbre

important to.work with some target groups rather than'others.
Appealing to powerful whites' motal commit'nents to racial

_equality or justice obviously requires working with target

population A. Reducing whites' irrational fears and-prejudices
requires %/Wag with target populations A and/or B. Assump-
tion 3, however, encouraging interrhcial contact as a means
of change, obviously implies working with target population C
as web, especially with B and in same .circumstances'with A.*
What primary target populations should we work with 1n4mple-
menting change assumptions. 4 and 5.

What skills ot training outcomes would be most important
for each box (letter-number combination)? Greater information
about the soCiety could be especially important in 4-A and S,
and in 1-As. maybe elsewhere as well. Skills in political

organizing,from below would be quite relevant for 4-B and 5-B,
T

C but not clearly so for 3,A,B,C, not in ZAf B, nor in 1-A,
8. What other critical skills would you locate in various

boxes?

4, We shall return to these design questions and choices

about goals and strategies throughout the paper.

4. The agents of education/Arai...aka

Who should be conducting race education/training programs?

"Especiallys-and "in some circumstancesTM, because of the
. research that indicates whites learn positive racial lessonsbest from contacts with equal oc hir-gher status minorities. .not from those of lower status.
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Obviously, ptiOple of compassion and sensitivity and.integrity.

-And just as obviously, people who are sophisticated atibut tha.

issues in race relation.a, birth in-terms of-the social struatimls.-

and the interperson'al dynamics that support racism. But knowledqe_

alone is not enough; educators must be able to deliver or .

surtace such informatiiin in'ways. that are meaningful* and useful

to practitioners and'community or organizational members. This.

may require careful screening of academics and others who

have greatfinfOrmation-based authority, but not necessarily

the ability to deliver it effectively to 'relevant audiences.

Another important requisite aeons to493achnical skills

in piannings variety.of designs fog educatiOn/trainihg pro-
,

grams. Programming for race trainihg/education is different
.".,

_frr 'other kinds of educationl'although many of the same skills

"ii.innovative or expertentaI learning systems will be-relevan

Rice edlicators may learn these programming and change 'Skills

in variOus arenas (am the streets, in workshops, in movement

, activitl.es), not only in the carefully accredit'd systems that

prepare-multi-faceted and multi-purpose educators or even human

relations' facilitators. In the long run, informal word of

,mouth and peer recommendations is probably the best source for

scieening potential change agehts. Of cOurse, there are

varioils kinds of informal networks; dome'are oriented toward

'7outcomes of conflict pacification, others toward,conilict

resolution or bargaining, and still others toward social justice.
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.

1
-Trainers/edUcators, like us all, have *and act on the basis

of certain values, assumptions, *and political ideologies.. It
makes tense for _the stay of a race

.educmMionitraining.prtmmmi

6

to.be acclaimed on the basis of their own .goali end view*
regarding racAl and other kinds of change. do virtise.44
neutral in use, and the use of professional and neutral terms*Like "facilitator" ind'weducator" often masks the controversialnature of the fight for racial juitice (Cormick and Laue,
1976; Chesler, Bryant and Crowfoot, 1976). I al conce!rna-

'that we not get so invested in academic and professional

OW.

credentials that we 19se sight of the key skills and orientations ,..,required for successful work in this area.
The more we attempt th rofessionlizew the field of

race'relations education, the more we buy into all,the self-
.serving aspects of professionalism. The fetish for credentialsoften masks

true-competence, especially competence-that appearsto bernon-neutral in politics or cultural style. These probleMs
.are relevant because they effect more than the controllersof the professions - white elites who generate the knowledge

base sanctified by university and public bodies - but others
. As well. For instance, Novack (1971, p. 37) argues that,
"The bias of the professional classes in America, in short,
disguises ethnicity. To become a professional is ordinarily
to acquiese in separation by no little gap froM the-people
among Whom one was born."

Thusr.one of the great dangersof professionalizing this field is that it might define expertise
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in ways that require minority people to assimilate white

standards and models in order to lie credentialed And further,

.it might stablize and standardize race eduCation training'ina

the same way as othervarisants of higher education and human :

relations ttainimi6ve been standardized - as instruments of

minor reform, as covert agents of ithite organizational elites,

ati'*ans for the self-interest gains of an affluint Class masked

as neutrality and uniyekssal public service..

Is the race of the trainer/educator a relevant qualifica-

tiOA or consideration? 'One of the most important issues in
. ..

t

sustaining-racism is- the maiority group's power, and its ability

, to use*that'power to 4evelop new "form of controlling minorities.

In that context, white standards or leadership 'of race education/
./-

training progrims may run dihgerously 'close to being another

illustration of white power and Privilege. .gerainly this is

not always the cae, not is this a necessary argument against

white involvement in .and/or leadership Of race education/training

programs. HoweVer, it would be'foolish to overlook 'this issue.
4.

I consider race education/training as one arena in whicfi

it is both possible and,necessary to reverse the standard

pattern of raCial pOwer in our' society,and educational systems.

MinOrity control or white/black/brown,collaboration, in the

leadership of such programs should be an important principle.

The use of.a multi-cultural leadership staff certainly deals

with some of the historic problems of white,power in racial

education. However, my experience is.that interracial staffs
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generally must solve within themselves theAsme general problem
of power and control. ; know of no training staff, despite. _

any contrary protestations, that operates on a purely democratic
model without some-. idforniaL hierarchi of authority. As long'
as this is the,,case, the question of whethw. that authority.

shall:be white or minority once again must be raised.

Particularly where whits, leadership is being esercised,'
it is imierative for minOrities to monitor that leadershig

actively, and to hold that leadership Accountable for what it
does with its' power andAprivilege (Rarengo, 1969). It ii rare

societi for whites to be accountable to minorities; the
dominant pattern is minority accountability to responsible
white authority. Renovation of those patterns in the conduct
of race training/education programs.can stand asa model for
a new future.

I think community groups (just like organizational
managers) can make good judgements about the educators/trainers
.they wfnt and need, especially if we do not confuse these
groups by suggesting there are experts who they are too ignorant

to understand and appreciate. Reliance on such a localized

screening prodess may be more cumbersome than a well developed

professional roster, but it also avoids some of the dangers
of a list generated and sanctioned by a self-selected group
of experts. organizational or community selectiOn can.also
help solve some,of the problems involved in establishing the

training staff's accountability to the group they are serving.
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One4Of the hallmarks of a profeasion is that .it is'accountable
PT

to other members of 'the profession, and maybe to the state

body that certifies.professpnal status, but not to the:

yelopae it servem. This is one of the .great dangers associated

with professionalisation/ that it may inctease autonomy for

designers of ohan4a Programs-whila decreasing even further

local groups ability to control the sexvices they receive.

An alternative would involve educators in establishing community

groups, or caucuses within organizations, to which they report

and are accountable. If these groups or caucuses include large

numbers of minogty group members, they may also help provide

minority monitoring and accountability for minority'as well

as white staff members.

rissues of collaboration, monitoring, And minority

control raise another stiffing consideration. White experts

who conduct race training/education programs are not necessarily

experienced alid capable in following minority leadership.*

This may be especially ploblematic if those experts.are accustomed

to operating as academic professionals, with a great deal of

autonomy and authority over captive audiences. Thus, white

professionals may need to undergo firsi a priority training

program of their Own, one which would accomodate them to the

special rigors of working with.minority leadership"J New

*Of course, some may not be capable of following majority
leadership either. Far too often training staffs fail to
provide time and energy to support and care for one another,
support that is crutial in the midst of risky change efforts.
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definitions of ego, of self-insight, of expertise, and new
understandings of sabotage, of control of sharing, and of
collaboration, .!ire all critical in the devel t f white
collaboration in

minoriiy-bled.entsrpxises and of rite-
minority c011aboration under any conditions.

Individually.and as a team, staff members shOsild be
prepared to act as role models for particiiiants in a raci

training/education program. Part of the reason for screening

staff members on the basis.of their politics and actions,
and not just their apparent "technical" expertiseois to insure
that training/education program participants experience goo4
xamples of anti-racist attitudes and behaviors. Since my own
notion of anti7racist behavior i;ly no means Monolithic, I
dO not mean that.only certain kinds of behaviors and only
narrow kinds of role models will do. Plural styles of anti-
racist behaviors can and should be presented, but there'is no
gain to including passive or active models of racism just to
insure heterogeneity". We do not need more examples of what
to avoid

et.Wat kind of institutional base of operations can/do .

race educators/trainers have? One division is between the
internal change agent (a member of the organizAtion undergoing
a change program) and the external change agent (a visitor
from elsewhere who is temporarily

j43ining the organization in
a special capacity). The external change agent who alienates
ruling members of a client organization may lose A client
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and a fee: the internal agent may lose a job and career.

The risks are quite different, and thus so are the behavioral

choices. Internal change agents who have worked these issues

most effectively generally have had good links to outsiders. .

for information and_expertise, for counselling and sympathy .--

. *and insight in hard times, for testing their own reality, fOr

alternative sources of pressure on supervisors, etc.

The external change agent also may have a variety of

different bases of operation, including: (1) a university

position; (2) a position in a professional change-making

network of organization; (3) a position\in an organization or

-community group committed to the advocacy of social justice;

(4) a free lance or.self-employed situation. Each of these

institutional bases carries its own ideological and ec000mic

advantages and risks (Warden, Levin and Chesler, 1976).

one of the most important issues in staffing race educa-

tion programs is to create time and opportunity for the

training staff to shameits ideas with one another and with

others in the field. All too often,programs are generated

with such speed that collaboration is difficult; And, the

highly autonominis and competitive nature of consultingln

this field .stands as an additional barrier to effective sharing

among educators. There are many ways we can encourage sharing

and provide an arena for exchange that do not also engender

the dangers of professionalization referred to earlier..

People working in this Aifficult area will need to

gather support.from their families and allies, support for



-a highly tense and often7isky craft. Consultants who operate
without \these supports often encounter difficulty in main7-

taining their-energy and enthusiasm over time. They experience
'burp-out', overVhelming frustiatian and-often despair and
withdrawal. In the face of constant marginality with th
larger society, 'solidarity with close allies and comrades ii
essential. And that closeness is borne not just of similar
knowledge and common contacts, but of a .sense of struggle.

We must find, ways to refuel eadh others' energies, just as
we seek to develop the energy and hope of participants in
training programs.

We often will have to find s.upport from each other and
from referent groups outside many of the systems in which we
work. Educators located in federal agencies, military or
civilian; face constant rejection and isolation from their
peers, from people who are erstwhile targets of race education
efforts. The same is true for university personnel, forwhom
active consultation often is seen as an anti-academic and
"activist" pursuit. Race educators in those institutional
roles must find support from each other, and must utilize
each other to help them withstand isolation, disinterest and
even rejection in their own institutions. Thus, the kind of

sharing that is important is more than sharing designs or
good ideas for training events, or even new analyses of the
nature of institutional racisip it includes establishing

.

human supports for a fragile social role.
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5; -The Contract-

Prior to specific program design, the trainer/educator

must-enter into a contract with the person., grodp, cc organi-_

zation who commissions and/or legitimises the program. ibis

is-the official client. targets are those persons or organize-

tions (or parts thereof) who are to be changed.* Zn some cases

the client and the target are the same, &sleben tilie members

Of a club or community group ask fOr 4.11 education program

and psy for it themselves (personally or out. Of their group's

'funds). But in sone cases these two groups may be daferent,

and may need to be dealt with quite differently (see below).

10Both clients and targets ought to bit involved in setting the

goals of a education/training.program. Bo one grOdp can establish

goals for 4nother and then expect that other group to be

committed to Or pleased with the optC;Mes. Such a heirarchial

imOosition of authority may work well in military or some

industrial scenarios, but it simply does not work in voluntary

settings spach as schools, community organizing efforts, and

educational or training programs." Especially if we think

we ought t$:, be involved in a democratization Process in race

education or in a broad search for social justice, it is

*See, for instance, the simplified listing of different targets
or target groups in Table 2 on page 27.

**In faCt, much recent pommentary on conflict in schools indi-
cates the degree to which student f4ilure may be.interpreted
as an example of resistance to arbitrarily and unrepresentatively
instituted authority.
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essential to consider the wide range of interested parties

that should be involved in mutual goal setting.

No request.for a contract or race education program

springs unaided or spontaneously from the.minds of potential._."_.

orgainisational clients or targets. The envircmmental condi-

. #01210 predisposing a request may have been promoted by federal..

guidelines, court actions (especially in the case of school -1

desegregation or affirmative action suits), internal disorder,

community-demands, etc. But any trainer/educator very Likely

has to develop a specific market for her/his specific con-

captions and abilities regarding race trikining/education.

Internal agents generally must develop a.receptiviiy within

the higher reaches.of minagement, in those plebes with the

funds for a program and that can make or implement racial

policy for the organization. External change agents often

publicize their wares in professional journals and media,

through the everpresent word of,mouth network, and in virious'

brochures and memos. Presentations on these subjects at

meetings of corporate executives, professional associations

and community groups also are effective marketing tactics.

Sometimes contracts are the result of close inter-

personal friendships between change agents and clients or

target representatives. This is especially likely When the

trainer/educator is of the same iacial grid iocial status

as the,client or target represintative, and is presumed to'

Share an unspoken communality of interst. Personal relationships
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may permit access where node eXisted before, and thus .be a

great aickein the marketing process. On the other hand, some

patterns of interpersonal loyalty may hamper direct feedback,

cloud accountability and supprestr, important conflicts.

The client approves the program, legitimizes it and

authorizes payment. Usually, the staff is in some formal

cm inlormal sense accountable to the client (or her/his repre-

Aeatative) for work performed. Bopefulli, in return, the
1

client is responsible to the staff for providing suitable

working conditions (both phYsical and p4itical). The client

may be an individual, a group or unit wihin an organization,

or.an entire organizations. "An entire ganization" usually

means the official representative group iii an organization - *

official authority or manageient. But there may be other

legitimate interest groups or clients within an organization.1

If we assume that organizatIons are made up of many different

units and classes of members separated by task and status,

(and perhaps.race and sex and class as well), each with their

somewhat different outlooks, priorities, and interests,

then we can expect same natural conflicts of interest among

them. Alignment with or accountability to anli of these

groups amounts to partisanship of one form or another, a

probably unavoidable situation. It is important to be

clear about the actual client because of the problems of
,

aCcountability, and because it helps clarify whose interegts

we are supportIrig-and whose we are not.
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As I have indicated the targets of race education/

training may not be the same as the clients. For instance," it-

if nOt unusual forphe Personal Department of a large

corporation to contract with a training-agency to sun

training program for -Linerebars or for siticondery level

supervisory personnel. The targets of traini4 are 'the ---

direct workers and supervisory personnel. Are they also

.the clients? NoF rather, thecisersonnel Departm,nt is the

client. Simila4y, the Assistant Sehool Superintendent for

Community Relations may contract with a race trainer/O4ucator_

for a series of in-service workshops for.teachirs and the

principal of a local school. This same divIsion between

client and target is evident here.

What kinds of dilemmas,develop when the 6lients and

targets or recipients of service are, not one.aud the same?

The most potent issue is thatIolientsi arenot responsible

for learning or changing; only the targets or recipients

are. When higher level personnel arrange for the training

'of lower level personnel; the higher level personnel remain

buffered.from the gotential vulnerability of a'iraining

situation. I think that contracts of this sort are dangerous

because they collude with the 7raq established authority

'tries to locate the source of racism in lower level employees

and tries to charige them rather than themselves.

Such contractual arrangments may also make lower level

....16

employees a captive audience or in

)
luntary target for an



education/training program. If powerful whites are not\
themselies iivoived in training, we not only have4.ciptive

audience, we have a captive audience bound to reliant the

exercise of superior power that has defined them ai the

racist problem. In sucill circumstances, trainers ihould

/ expect resentment, resistancee apathy, potential with-

drewal and attack (Sse the exchange between: Will, 1974,

and Crowfoot and Cheslers 1975).

Should a trainer/educator work with a captive audience?

What can you do about a captive audience's negative reactions?

No amount of soft-soaping or sweet-talking will overcome \that

stance, because resentment, etc., are realistic responses to

the arbitrary exercise of superior power.- Educatori might

expect the resistance and ask targets toqwork with them

despite it. Educators might identify wi4 the captives and
4'6conduct a program that would4discuss the captive-making power

of white elites. Or, they might generate.a program that

requires white elite inclusion. If the captive targets, who

do not usually have much power', take control of the program

in a way that prepares them to control other aspects of the

organiz'ation, that may be a very !positive outcome. I feel

strongly about this issue becauSe my definition of institu-

tional racism suggests that it cannot be 'effectively countered

unless w deal at the same time with problems of white power,

and especially elite white power to control subordinate

whites as ell as minorities.
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The educator/trainer pay also ask, who is my constituency?

On whose behalf am I working? Or, whose interests do I_shar -

.in this situation? 40,45.0 again, the constituency to be sq

may not be the same as the clientsmho are paying or Wittract-

ing for the program, nor may they be the same as the target

or recipient of training. For instance, I might enter. a muni-

cipmedical agency to retrain personnel; I mighti-feel that

my real constituenAy is poor people in need of public medical

treatment; the recipients ot training may not be these poor

people - they may be the nurses, doctors and pars-professionals

in the medical system; the clients who.have contracted for

the program may be from .neither group, but people located

in the higher reaches of the medical or community establishment.

Race education/training programa often follow this pattern

in which white elites are the clients who contract for a

program to be run for or on middle level white and/or mihority

people which the educator/trainer interprets as operating for

the eventual benefit of a consituency of poor white and/or

minority.people.

No constituency exists in the abstract, however. No

one should be permitted to say that such and suchta program

is"for*the benefit" of X group unless X group is in some way

hooked into the development or monitoring of the program.

We have all witnessed teacher training programs that were

supposed to 'benefit students but never did. They didn't .

partly because students (the eventual recipients cf service)

S2



were not involved in designin4 what was "for their beneath'

nor in bolding the stali accountable to thee for what was

dope with ieachers. gducators wishing tolikahonestly and.

successfully to a constituency of this sort generally Work
_

in the mitighborbotid or organization 'to establish specific,

. acoabi1tty befOre thiy make a coniract with the client..
. e

and target:gran:Z. ,

All thesa,questions of,client, target agd constituency

st,avariety of tensions ind dilemins in a contract.

Who should oontrottiv formalAor informal agreements,that are

made? tIf different grouila.4ant.differnt things» . . lor if-

somi.grok, wiehes to ohaniwits opiLons, who makes those

decisipns and*resolves the cOnflicts? My view is that we
V

should deal with that pluralistic re4ity .head-on, and have
,

4
1

.
several parties involved in'making.the contraft and in con-.

trolling its' pertorM.ance. Targets, especially, atld-nciti.
4 15

juai clients, ought to have their, views representide-Ne discuss, .

thii issue &overt of prograw design later), SUE at least

0 in the short ;:un, control rests.in the hands of the .chiage

agent, because he or she has veto power over whether she or

he will perform the requested work. That control does not

permit the change agent to deland that acfrtain program be's,

rammed down others' throats; but it does permit her/him io

get out:Of the way 'If the terms are offensive.

ow

4

16
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There are some ocassions, in forthrightly partisan and

highly politicized situations: where I would not wint to-include-

imme.targets in the planning of a change-progran.., Vor istance, ,

cCnsider those.aftuations where we monis that change will only

come about throughthg creation of a major threat to the-

authority's ability to maintain organizational control (see

assumption about change #5, p.25)., Such might be th:e cise

where recalcitrant,managemeeihas sabotaged prior 'education

programs,firedconsultants and *awed internal advocates

of change. It would be foolish to shate-plans for threat-

generation with this person or group ahead of time. I

would want ticshare my plans with a constituency, with local

people who know the iituation and will benefit or suffer,from

program outcomes. And"f would try to,share my plans with the

client, at least to the degree thei r think she/he is loyal

to me and to the constituency,

authority who is ihe target of

not solely to the organizational

change efforts.

Wending one's way through these potential conflicts ill

not simply a matter of snappy rhetoric. It requires recogni-
F 1_1

tion% of the fundamental jconflicts of interest between' rich and

2°

.0

poor, minority and miijority, organizational pawer hoiders,ind

4lin powerful members, doctor and patient, teadher and

student, professional helper and professional helpee.
.,

requires continuning, reflection on one's own values, identity,

resources and pridrities.

41.
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N6 o Diagnosis, .. ,.

The design oerace'educatioqtraining begini with same
._

relatiliely implicit or explicit diagnosis,of relevant 4ssues.
e.

Either .raminitts/educators.have an general-diagUosis-thdy'appli

ta-,the specific situation or they collect Local data releviat

tcithe prograk undervonsideration.pere are severil'4UOA

sultans for beginning ipach contract with a diagndsis of local0

individual and/or institUtional forces.

,

1. T0 provide information that helps the design.

of programs most suited to the unique needs and

capacities end sitilations of participants.
t:b

2. To provide inforMation that can-be fed-back into

the trainiWg program to help everyone deal more

concretely with their realistic situation.

To provide a benciimark from which later evaluations

may asses* the degree of cSange associated with a..

particxilar education/training program;

One of the mostymportant considerations involved in

assessing,racism in the organizational or institutional

context is the kind-of organization involved. Goyernnent

agencies are very different from social service or treatment

agencies both are very different-from private corporations.

Working to reduce racism in a social movement organization

coMmitted to social justice is very different than trying

the sane thi#g as part of a management developthent seminar in
i a government agency. There also is a wide range among



0

organizistions of a roughli similar character.

Although the issues are diffrent in each of these sys-

teas; and each dotis have to be approaced with thesi differ--
incei inmind some common diagnostblfccicen be suggestedr*

1. Mimi= or goals. *sat is Um's:basic purpose of the

organisation? To whit extent, is its' b,aaic mission

-v
(notijust t'eh rhetoric) fundamentally incompatible

with racism (e..g. an Orgaimization firmly establishe4

to fight injustice, to. improve *equitable haalth carer 4.

etc.)? &what eilient is reducing raciam incidentally ,

important to the Organixation.becauss Of some intirnal

or external presilure need,for racial coopera-

tion 'in order to field good atgletic teats, or team-

'work of any sort, need to satisfy government or con-

sumer direCtiVes or.demands)? To wbat exten is'

reducing racism basically irrelevant. . . even though

interesting. . . to the organization's missibh (e.g.

to the production of dg ts)?. And to what' extent

is riducing raciAm antithetiCal ;tc the organization's

pAssion and goals (e.g. explicit or Lmplicit defense

of established privileges of race, nationality, etc.)?

t'

*Some interesting-and usefnl beginnings have been made in this
direction, with the creatioNof checklists for easy organiza-
tiolpl diagnosis, Situationally specific examplek'of vaiiables
and'measures have been generated by: Integrated tducation (1971);
Nordli94(1974); Sorenson, et.al. (1974).
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r-:

Membership. Who are the people in the oiganization?"--

What percentages are from what demographic background2-1

-Arwthese same percontages,reflected at all levels=

of7.the hierarchy?.Are.there members-of all minority,

groups in the drganization, oeare, some minorities

,favored more than others? .Are minorities."in equal

nmmber to th, numbers of minority people in the

community being served.by the institution? What

is the organization's historydwith regatd to affirm=

mative action programs?

Commdhication. patterns. Who is in the commuhication

pattern as a giver or recipient of information? What

.is the doiinantstyleof exchange - does it reflect ,

one cultural style to the exclusion or aisadvantage

of others? What opportunities are there for equal

status, and cooperative ontacts between

organizat onal members of differen races?

Power and Decision Making. Who has the power in

the organization? Who are the translators or liilkers

between mana ement and higher level controllers?../

What are the demog aphic characteristics of the
5

power wielders? 44 the percentage of minority

members in'powerful positions equal or similar to

the percentages of minority members in the total
\

-' organization? Or in-the community being served?

-t
Are these percentages aifferent for influence than
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for power or authority(or for informal v. foi6al

power)? What styles for using power are most

common or preferred in the organization - aro they

nonocultural or .pluraltistic (do only Xxxii 'rand =served
white upper class, styls prevail, ot is only male%

a

macho leadership seen as effective, etc.)? Row do

decision-making teime.tateract with one another?

What kinds`of skills, talents, resources, are re-

luired for people to Move to positions of organizational

*mar? Are there any ways in which the infOrmal

critleria for mobility work in ways that are racist?

5. Reward system. IOW are the primary recipients of

organizational rewards? Are whites receiving a
greater share of monetary rewards, prizes and other

benefits? How is profit or gain distributed among

members? Are there any rewards available for explicitly

anti-racist programs, policies, or behaviors? 4at

are organizational norms about "appropriate" and

'inappropriate behavior with regard to'racialv

relations? Axe racist behaviors identified and pun-

ished, or disapproved? Are rules and regulations

fair to all members? Do organizational members

of various racial groupstper6eive rule implementa-

tion .be fai4 =

_Opportuhiti4s for,growth. What kinds, of programs

does the organization have to promote the personal

- Eir), (9.
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educetioicepd growth of members? Are'intezpal pro-

grams oriented topehancing opportunities for econo-
l

mic mobili
tilAre

such programs open tO, and de-Jr.,
0.signed to attracti'minority members? What kinds of

anti-racism programming has occurnsd before?
.

7. PrOduction or service evaluation. ispecially in

8

9.

hnman service organizations, are pie services equally

available to all racial groups? Do Members of various

racial groups perceive there to be. eqmity in serVice

delivery (health care, schooling, garbage pickup,

recreational funds, community cultural programming)?

In material production organizations, are the materials

or, goods produced equally responsive to the cultural,

styles and preferences of variOus raaial groups?

Are they equally accessible and attractive to groups -

with varying resources?

Linkage to the commuAity. How does the organization

relate to issues or racism in the cormunity? Does

attend to such issues,

duck thenetc? What kind

take a leadership role,

of resources are made,

available for such efforts? Is there are mechan-

ism for broadly-based community input?

History of reactions to chancre efforts. When change

, prOgrana of various kinds were generated f" what happen-

ed to them? What organizational posit,ions are held

by ex-holders of the office yolg are dealing with?

81-
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c 9.
',Bei, top mamangement supported or subverted 'changis

.programs previously? What risks accompany active

change-agentry in this system (spying, harassment,

job threats, non-promotiori, defamation - are all

-possible and have happened .in -some places)?

There are several Ways such diagnotic information can

be gathered! Organizational records and files represent a

key source with regard to personnel diata, productivi.t:y and .

profit,,and long term performance. The observation of beim-.

vior and organizationaleactivities is,another means, ii.is the

conduct of interviews, surveys or conversatiOns with people:An

varioui organizational rolds and positions. Special events:can

be held to highlight..certain issues and providi an arena for

more data-gathering (conferences, pilot trainin sessions, etc.).

In addition to an organizational diagnosis, we can also

conduct a diagnosis of indiviauals' issues relevant to rice

education/training. As indicated, attitUdinal.repOrts on

kurvey questionnaires are hot necessarily reliable prediitors
d

of behavior. Neither are lengthy personal con*Esations or

group discussions. But they all are interesting as reflections

of attitudinal racism. Another possibility, of course, is

to gather data on'inatvidual performance or behavior itself.

Among the' -diagnosic foci for indivtduals coUld be:1
nfiese variables are all paential components df individual cism.They represent personal characteristics relevant to aisum ion about
change based on the role of information, psychological f ars an
prejudices, interpersonal contact, and.self-interest. .1n assessi
the potential fdr individual attitudinal change,°Katz(l960) akguespersuasively for understanding the fUnctional role attitudes play for
individuals, and then keying change-programs to these roles. His .

insightful afticle is relevant both to this list and to the-
discussion that follows.
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a. Degree of psychological comfort or security

b. Sense of self-esteem.

c. Attitudinal prejudice

d. Behavior toward mimeritiest

-46 Behavior toward whites different from self'

(religion, nationality, age-, sex)

f. Interactions with whites around racial Lesues

and events

'.g. Perception of slf-interest in racial matters

h. Willingness.to change

i. Potential for taking risks

P Xnowledge of one's own ethnic and racial heritage

k. Understandings of racism's mechanism,

1. Potential fot influencing others

What is probably most important to aaaesi at the indivi-
.

dual levil is the degree to,which people feel mptivated to in-

crease their racial awareness. If people are so motivated441

why? What is their stake in change? In the section, Assumia-

. tions gbout iChinme4' I suggested 'several bases for'white

self-interest in change around racial relations. One of

these'is simply an altruistic concern aboilt human betterment

and fulfillmeni of egalitarian and social justice values.

A seCond is a hurvival-oriented concern to stay &live in the

face of potential threat and conercion. Closely related is

the desire to develop new competencies in interracial relaticnsf

- 83 -
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'either to maintain status or to gain"marketable new skilli as

a device for enhancing award mobility. A third is an enlighten-

ed form of self-interest that suggests that people understand

the connectedness between the welfare of large.numbers of

poor people and minorities and their own,long run welfare.

Undes4tanding and connecting to the nature of whites' self-

interest'in changing is a key to effective program design..

Sometimes these Motivations may be well hiddii, and some-

times they may disguise other objectives, Bidden agendas ought
41:1;4:k%

to be expectedl.especially wten there is.substantial coercion

'or-pressure on targets to be part of a training program. 'Un-

der these'circumstances, a persoi* real objectives may have

more to do with looking good to supervisors, or picking up in-

formation on subordinates and peers,.than in_goals of'race

awareness itself.* For some of these reasons, it may be well

not to trust foimal diagnosis that relies only on self-repOrts

of conditions or motivations. short pilot workshops or mini=m

training events may permit the change agent to assess persons'

and organizations' real intents directly, while.at the same

providing others with an example of her/his, own working

focusAind style.

*These are not motivations to ignore, scoff ai or disparage.
In fact, they should be expected and taken advintage of, as in
generating visible support from authorities for education programs,
and in protecting participants.from others' exploitation. All
possible motivations for change ought to be appealed to in this
general race education effort.
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1. Designing Programs

The debign and focus of a specifid progiam are closely

related to the.goals of any change effort. Since the client

groui -most Often, sets thi parameters within which programs--

goals axe discussedr.most progiam gOals are derived from the

interests of.powerful client lements in an orianization being:

served. Ln addition, thevalues or orientaiions of the .

adpcator/tr'ainer and the needs or Lirest of a target group

have impact. And, finally, the inform'ation gained in a diagnO-

sin mal, give change agent, client or even target group a

better base. from whicis to consider their wan and their organ-

izationh investient and perspeciive in a rage education/training

program.

Whatever its ultimate content, the design must be appealing

to the constituency or client-target groups in an organization.

If multiple constituencies are being served, the design should

appeal tp each and all of them:. In many cases the appealing

nature of the program itself may capture the attention of

organizational targets, regardless of other personal or

institutional motivating,factors. This.notion of broad

appeal is in sharp contrast to those designi which self-

consciously or not alienate everyone but the most avowedly

anti-racist constitutency.

tuency, we ought not to be

If that were our only consti-

adVertising within mainstream

institutions. It also contrasts,with those designs which

suppress all hint of donflict,in the attempt to soothe

- 85siw
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and entertain personnel committed to the status quo. Such a

constituency may not yet be ripe for even the limited changes.

possible in an education program. The atteSlit'to appeal

beyond those two limited gvoups promisesthe greatest change

for.the future, and stresses the need-for attractive program

design anitmarketing.

Many different designs for individual, inteispersonal.or
t

institutional change al,can.be legitimte anppropriatee
4

regardless of the status ,!iVol or race of persons involved
-

in training. However, racial and status characteristics . .

do affect the designs selected. I indicatid this.principle

isk Table 2 on page nand can elaborate thosel isaties somewhat

herr. Minority groups and whites may not have common change

goals, and thus not common learning agenda; they each may need

different information an4 skills. For instance, it may be

most important for whites to learn how to prepaFe to share

power ana control; and it may be m'ost important for blacks

ovtiorciwria to learn how to organize to take power; all may need

to learn'how to collaborate with one another, but in very

different ways. Blacks and browns or other minorities may

negi special help in making a Coalition with one anotherl_
r '

° the better to confront white,power with a united front.

And whites of different status; located in diffeient communities

or in different parts of an organizatiOn"experience different

realities'and have different needs ana options. The same may

well be true of people who already have different levels of

- fi6



racial awareness (see definitions on page 8-9).*

If minorities and whites are participants inA training

program together, how should they relate? Designs can promote

heterogeneous groupings which educateMinpritiesland Whites'

together. Or, there= promote homogenous groupings, where

whites and minorities meet separately - either for pait or all

of the program. It is clear that whites behave differwit14-

in. in all or predominantly'white group than in a group w4h,a

substantial nuiber of minoiity people (or vice versa), and

We ought'to plan with that,in mind. The resolution of this

,design.dilemea resti in part on juagements of the. a=tual

differences in various participants'. goals and needs, and in

/part on,the assUMptions made about "contact.* If all the

conditions have not been get, heterogenous.aciivities are

most likely ,to duplicate patterns of- existing white power.ind
.

to use minorityypeoplesolelyas resources for whites' Accpiifiii-

tion of' information. ,

Several issues in the timing of educational events are

relevant in program design efforts. Events begmm,Ilth-e midst

or, just after a crisis carry the disadvantage of appearing,

merely crisis-relevantriand,thus losing attr otiveness When

a criiis subsidet. Events which are built into the organiza-
-).

tion's own time frame, that do not interfere with production

schedules, emergency comMunity events or well known 9c1

revered deadlines, stand the bestchance of being integrated

e:
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into the.ongoing life of the organization and its members.-

Clearly the varibus components 'of an overall program should

fit togethei in sons logical sequence: at the least tbet

_requires A diagn-maic phase, followed by exploratory worki-.

.wpich leads to full scale trainig,an4 then elialuatiom4

In practicer bdwever, many diffeient kind/ .of seque#ces

may make Sense.

Part of the specific. decision aboutawmence dOpends\'.

on whether the training/education program is cbinceived 'and

.plannea as a short rug, agair or a long gun:endeavor. It is
o 0

one shotl'several sessions, or operating over-time? :Sow

argue,we can assessAn otganizationts commitm,t to Chenge,by

virtue of its intestment in longy.i;m rather than short term

programs. But that,46es not mean that short term Orograms'
;

are meafiingless. They may reach limited goals and atio help
I.

- identify problems and resourCes.that are aliailable if/people
, .

. .

wieh to folllow up. But clearly, preinowledge aboutthe 1 s.

,, ,.
,

potential length of the otrera2t education/training Ogolram %

is
essenta

ial4in preparing a desilin. " 4s .
a .

.

Knowledge ibaiiip the investme!xt, in and length cif il

. 1

i . , e

training/educdtion progranellai important implications
6

.

dedisions about how to,handie ádhflict in die program setting.

given the nature of racdoelations in the American societyl

and. , given the'addLi,nature of authority and control in'triost

-largelDureaucratic organizations, Icul d expect-to see issues

of raciAl and organizational (and propably seXual and social
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clais) corif;ict lying beneath the'surface of 'ihe"temporary

-system" we call the tAining/education program. It would be

foolish to think that the prograni could be isolated from
. at'

these circumstances, Or that people would drop these latent-

roles and their conflicts in order to learn. Nor should we

try to avoid them! In fact, theycan,be used is part of the

subetance as.well as the basic energy of learning. In a

short,piogramr. however, I would be 'concerned about how much

of this material to surface direCtly since it takes time and

hard work tà make positive.gains. In alongerprogram, I

would surely uncover and work.with them, since I think their

exploration is crucial for any meaningful change. Of course,

under any conditions trainers/educators may not-be able to con-

trol is issue; these conflicts may surface without our, un

covering theth and then we must work with them.

Another malor issue in program design is the degree to

'which participants are to be isolated from their everyday

experiences and environments. Some educators/trainers argue

that a degree gf isolation and a different environment is re-

required for people to unhook and unfreeze from past behaviors;

they promote a residential setting for training. Others suggest

that change ultimately takes place in the home environmeni.

and changes occurring elsewhere are illusory; they prefer

either to conduct training ei-the-elbow in the work or

community settings, or to bring-units of people who work to-

gether into the residential training situation. Whichever way

- 89
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we resolve this question, unless people hook learnings td the

- organizational and interpersonal situation's in which they exist,

any changes occurring will be,harder to sustain.

What are the most. appropriate mechanisms fin* training7.

Obviously there are myriad possibilities, bUt what are-the key

issbes? 'One is the degree of batance between information and,

experiende, beliween intellectual and emotional confrontations. D

'Undoubtedry most whites need new information - about their

society and its hilitory, about their own views, ind about the
, /.

relationships amotilg viried forts of injustice.. .Just asaearly,

they need new emotional insights and experiences that unfreeze

old ideas, imbalance stable itabits ana 'create the tension 'anip

conflict so critical forreal learning. Among the variety of

.informational media are lectures, films, books, and other

materials ana group discussioni. Media tuned more to emotional

issues include interpersonal encounters, structured group

exercises, reflection or meditation activities, sensitivity

training groups, simulated and role play activitiesprealistic

prob1em4solving for change in the home environment,

Research-seems o indicate typical information-educational

programs have little impact (Katz, 1976), at least not unless

they are accompanied by other experiences. At the same time,

emotional encounters may prove too intense, and raise rathei

than lower defenses; Perhaps,the underlying message is that

differdnt people learn differently, and that we need to

attend to this plural reality carefully.
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One important.design component referred to earlier is

the use' of diagnostic data as a stimuips to learning. Feed-
.

back Models are popular elements.of OrganizatiaonL change

prOgrams (Mann, 1962;.Miles4 qt. al. 1960; Nadler, 19761

.Bailacek and Brooks, 1973), and they have, powerful utility

Inin:dividually oriented programs as well.(4inlooff and Itelly,

1969). They permit reorientation to the realities of partici-

''pante everyday organizational experiefice, and thus help to

(bridge the gap between the 'bick home' reality and the 'Isola-

. tion' reality of the training/education program setting.

What place in a training/education program should be

taken up by attempts to portray role modals of good inter-
,-

,racial working relations? Many peoPle learn, by observing.others

whom they rmspect model new behaviors, and this learning

paradigm represints a usetul program element (Wei*sbach, 1976).

In role playing scenarios, in simmlations, and in the behavtor

of the staff, new and more racially just behavior patterns can

be portrayed.

Xt is also important to provide *access to credible and

highly prestigious'experts in the field of race education.-

There are at /east tWo different reasons for this priority:

(1) these prestigious experts may tugve specific insights and

information he;pful to individuals or to the organization;

(Z) given the controverpial and often precarious natur6 of

race education, it is important to think of even cosmetic ways

of raising its credibility in the eyes of targets, alients and

origanizational members. I am not suggesting duplicity or chic'anery; just

itr inding us all of the relevance.of public relitions in amy program, end

f the use of any and all positive forces, we can muster.



-.,......soNollmmonall

Vigotous. and continuous endorsement by. top executives apd

OrganiZational managers can help remind everyone of the high'

priority theyrogram has for the organization itself. l'his

can not be accomplished by the mere window dressing act of

having a highly placed authority come to a kick-off.dinner

and then fade (perhaps only to-appear for the closing bene-.

diction). Zveryone can see the minimal level of commitment

truly indicated by such a step. But endorsement that tikes

the form of active involvement in.events, that denionstrates-

a caring for the outcomes, that putt some resources on the

line in important waystcan have a significant effect. The

program design should make provision for public attention to

such aCts. Failing to'garner suCh resources, program designers

must question anew-their reading of organizational leaders'

commitment to the program.*-

One of the continuing problems of program design is.how

to-involve organizational authorities who may not tie enthusiastic,

put who have the power to kill orsupport a program. One option

is to exclude them, and to keep them ignorant of all but

planned positive messages that can be sent their way. 'Another

limited option is to include them in a symbolic manner in the.

program, giving endorsements in the form of introductory and

clOsing benedictions and maybe a talk on the reality of

*As I note later, lack of leadership commitment does not neces-
sarilv doom a program; to the contrary, it may aid some kinds of
programs. But to the extent the organization's leadership is
considered critical to success, it should be sought out,
cemmitment'sjarnered, and endorsements presented.
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rganitational life. A third option is to include them fully

as participants, subject to the same risks and growth

opportunities is elfteryone else. This problem can not be dealt

with fruitfully if it is abstracted' from the other assumption'

of the training design. What else has been decided about ,

dealing with organizational power and control? What else has

been decided 'about beterogineous or homogenous grouping with

respect tl task and:status level? What else has been decided

about exaMining'internal conflict within the organization?

TO the extent that internal conflict and control are part'of'

the program's explicit or implicit agenda (and I have noted

thaw vatying educatbrs may legitimately differ on such questions),

participation !alight be uncodfortable and unproductive for

'a single 'representative of organczational authoriti. 'Several

of them participatipg as a group might be better for everybody.

If the overall change strategy reciuires covert, relationships

between the edvcator and organizational authority, then it

makes' sense to eiclude them from the program and make sure

they receive only carefully screened information. If the over-

all strategy is.one of openness, then they can receive full

information via participation, access to evaluations, or

debriefing.

When does a,l this designing and planning of events

occur? And who does it? Nc matter how much design-work is

done ahead of time (and 1 urge that), there always are emergent



issues-in a training program. Thus, continual design change

always will be necessary, and the staff must be alert to

diagnosing and acting flexibly on new learner needs. One
a

way to insure this fleXibility and openn,si is 0 create

prooedures whiriby targets can participate in program design

and re-clesigne anal procedures can increase the possiblity

of reaching participants' real needs as well as introducing,

.greater democratic authority into the trainer-oriented program

scenario.

Same of the possibilities raised inthis section on

the design of race education/training programs Can be reviewed

in Tabi.e 3 (See page63 ). lierelwe can consider how various

training modes or tactics fit with alternative awareness goals,

those outcomes presented originally on page 8 - 9. The first

4-5 tactics are largely information oriented, the next 4-5 arei

substantially emotion oriented, and ihe last4 i heavily abtion-

planning in orientation (of course there is, overlap).

For each of these categories many specific exercises exist.

Different training/education tactics will be more or

less appropriate Dr useful for each of these sets of goals

or outcomes; some have mutliple utility. Written and audio-

visual materials about race relations, for instance, may be

most pertinent outcomes of new information. 'Tileseesame

materials may not be quite so useful for outcomes of new.

'change roles and activities, bui presentations of theories

Ob.

and strategies of change might be. Sensitivity/encounter
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Table 3
ft

Designs' and Goals

Goals/OutcomesAwareness

New New Mew Mew New
Infor- Attitmdes Personal Change Change
nation t Values- Behaviors Activities Mies

Programs

Written
materials

,

.

I t,
,

,

2. Audio-
visuals

. ._
.

. Experts'
lectures

. 4 . _.
1.

4. Authoritative
. endorsement

exhortation .

. ..

.

.

....-

L...rt.-.....7-

.

5. Discussion
groups -
racially
homogeneous
or heterogen-
eous .

,

.

4

-

A

,

.

-

,

.0 Value clarifi-
cation

.

Sensitivity/
Encounter
groups .

= Role playing
6 simulations

9. Feedback of
local data .

(personal, or
organization-
al)

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

10.

11.

Problem-solving
groups

Firm support
teams'

-
.

.

.

12. Plan back-
home change .

t

..
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lmoups.and role playing/similations are 'examples of'more

emotionally intensive tactics. BY'themselves, exercises

.of this ,Efort may create overload; when blended.with the

information-based tacticS they may be very powilrful in affect-'

ing changes in attitudes or behavior. Tactics of data

feedback an4 team problem-solving or planning are essential

for attaining outcomes related to agtive change roles. Without

these elements, the program design maintainS a sole focus

on individual-learning, notexplicitlyconnected to the back-

rhome or organizational settings. When colleagues who work,

together plan together, they can start to support new'

behalliors, roles and change activities.

No one knows the most appropriate mix.of taCtics, nor

exactly which,tactics (and all their subparts in particular):

will work best for which outcomes. But the various combina-

tions of tactics should be planned in terms of our experiences

and guesses about their relevance for our unique program

goals.

8. Conditions fo'r On-Goin4 Personal Change

I have stressed the primary utility of race educAtion/

training as a device for opring the possibilities for in-

dividu*1 change on racial matters. But it doesn't always

work, it doeIntt always lead to changed.attitude. And

even if it doesp'then what? ,We are a11 familiar with attitSde

changes or good intentions that fail to be realized in new

behaviors. And we are all familiar with new behaviors that4,
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fail to Ipe sustained over time. Let us consider both these-

isitues in. some detail, because there is no paint to a "war--

imogram design if it fails at theseplevels of imp4ementat4on--.
#

over time. glider what conditions.will pexsonal,changes

tiated during a race education/training program be translated

into beha4ior and action that is maintained over time?

The first question is haw we can facilitatenew attitude

being translated into new behaviors, rather thew staying at

the level of new intellective-discourse or emotive insight:

One Useful step votld involve-helping' program paricipaats
7

look at variousbehavlors,:and to analyze them interms of

their racism, thus to understand what-behaviors may.be

associated with new and less ritcist (di_antirracist) attitudes.

It has been my .experience that many.people,4yself included,

have been surprized at times to discover the racism:inherent

in actions and behaviori we once,thought were absolutely ,

.inoffensive. -Many of us now have learned about the passive

racism entailled-in white relUctance to confront other whites'

racism, 41% the,endless desire to listen to minorities explain

their situation, in the patronizing gesture of "some of my

best friends are% or "do you all. . .". One stepson the

road to'anti-racist behavicir is the understanding of what

behayiors may be associated with antl-ra:cist attitudes, so

as to fill the vactium left by the reco4nitioA and elimination

of racist behaviors. Anotheruseful activity in this regard

(6
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%
might well be to role play a variety of situations i4/er-
actionsf between white's and minorities,* or among whites..

410

-The examination of specific situations helps provide the
behavioral cues firogiram 'participants can hulad off in' their
owiLefforts at new behaviorshroughout this discussion
I have made the'assumption that racist behavior may persist,

even whenracist attitudes have been altqed; one reason may
be that whAes have not yet learned what constjtutes non-

,

racist behavior.** 1

The second question is in many ways even more inter-
eating. . under what conditions can changes initiated
during a race education program be maintained over time?//
One of the most important conditions for changes to per-
severe is-constant reinforcement and support for new be-

ihaviors from other persons. . . family members, friends,
co-workers, peers., etc. People who know the changes being
undertaken 4nd who encourage individuals to practice changed
behavior back on the job, in the family, etc, can be very
uaeful. Many research findings stress the potent effects of

*Several minorities preferably, because the issues are somewhatdifferent in white interactions with blacks as compared with Chicanos,,or Native-peoples.or Asian-Americans. In fact, one elementiof racismis evident in the ready assumption,that all, minorities are alikerand that what is non-racist behavior visna-vis blacks is also non-racist behavior vis-a-Vis Chicanos. NotPtrue!

**As indicated previously, although the attitude-blhavior linkis interesting and important, it isNnot all important. Inten-tions or attitudes are only one part of the puzzle, and re-education ot confrontation of behavioral racism-can occurwith or withWit attention to"underlying" attitudes.
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the peer group'and peer- norms.on the possibility of behavior

change (Ewens and Erlich, 1972; Katz and Kahn, 1966; Petti-

. grew,. 1959).

However, oneof the complex issues in the raat.immihip_

between the individual-and her/his peer group is' that padh

person may belong to several peer groups, and thebe groups_

may have different effects on her/his behasiior. For instance,

Dashevsky (1976) regorts on a series of early studies whdrein

white worksers eyl:denced considerable acceptance of blacks as

co-workers and co-union members, but did.noi generally

accept them as neighborhood members.*

Ohe way toFwork On these issues is.to make the in:

dividual's peer groups (or referent' groups) 'a focus of

concern, in thh race education program. Not only.can the

program.help people exaniine the norms of gri7ups to which

they beldng, but.it alio cOad highlight processes o.f conflict

and c9mpromite the person must cope with in living among these

diverse groups. To the extent people can share the dilemmas

and binds they experience in such peer, settings, they mar

be able to' adopt more aggressive and initiating stances

taward peer norms. Another'approach is to create new peer

groups within a training/education program. Sustained contact

and collaboration within'supportive norms could be the

*Similar findings have been reported by Musick (1914),
in'his- study of the variations in whit'e working class
peoples' attitudes toward racial. issues in neighborhood,
school and workaldce..

4
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beginning of new paiterns of lfter association and exchange.
.

In addition to interpersonal suRtiorts, a second con-

dition for ongoing change is institutional and organizational

supporta that can
,

awareness program
1-4

tuck as increased

new roles may be very meaningful motivators for change. So

may organizational norms or-policies that promote social

justice, and definitions of wappropriate" behavior that

include aRti-racist actions'. Many reports of school de-

reinforce the changes initiated in an

(Buchanan, 1967; Schmuck,
N I

salary, public attention,

1968). Rewards

oi nebutasks and

segregation, for instance, haVe stressed the iMportance

of active and forthright leadership by the superintendent

and school board (Craii, 1968; United itates Commission

=Civil Rights, 1976). coo

Positive reinforcement-is meaningful, no doubt, but so

is negative reinforcement. Thus, an important feature of

the organizational reward Structure could be negative sanctions

or punishments for non-changed behavior or for racist actions

or policies. The organization coufd withhola raises, promo-

tions and privileges foemembe;s who do not alter their personal

racist behavior; or for superVisors who do-not alter mcist
%I

structures within t:heircorporate units, work groups,

classrooms, or agency subsections. As firkandis has argued,

we must "create institutional arrangements 1 -1which exploita-

tive behaviors are no longer reinforced (quo ed in Katz,

1976, p. 8)".

Pd



A thXrd major condition icir on-going personal chafigeltis.

2:'----- for the lessons of.the education/training Progr'am to be linkik
..t:. .

. . . .

to-the_individual's,own conception of-his or her;self-inter--
,.+. i .

- .,-, . ...r.
4

9

est with' regard.to race-relatiods!' It ii highly ilsaiksat* .

. ,. _ os .

people 41;.bihave-in 'rays they feel are at Variance with
- t

thetz'own-44.1fare.- thus, many abstract concerne-eabout
.,

daMocraticbehmaor,'Sgalitiiianism, or*social jus-

tice simply arenot 'acted out-in practice; This. gap between
4

tract moral valuer ind:self-interested action is4The

.Ameri--. Dilemma may be a.product of. accurate iniorma-
.

tion about.on welfate, or inaccurate 'information spurred

by ignorance, myth, ingrained assumptions or acceptance

of the status quO.A$6, patterns o izational rewards
-

,certainly might alter.individual delf-interest, ve the
way for new behaviors. But if the education/training pro-,

Itam has presented only i.series of moral imperatives, not

linked to new form# of self-interest, then this. condition

simpiy cannot, be met.

One way such links may be made is if a program helps.

people distinguish beween Niediate adftntages" And 'Rlong

,ange advantages:N. The obvious advantages middle o-lass whites

*1 referred earlier:to the alteration of. perceived self-inter-,
est as' one of the* major assumOtions (..# 4 on p. 22-25) about how change
occurs, abd to Katz'(1960) insightful discussion or.the psychic
functions of attitudds, especially to-some attitudes' instru-
mental function in helping the.individual achieve or sustain ,

material and syrabolic statusr.and security.

II, PM I
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feel in maintainini their own position of privilege vis-a-vis
blacks ied other minority peo.ple cgn be compared to the ways

;

such privilege may doom minorities,and the majoiity to _an

ventual holocaust of social prisis and disOrder..,In the

XOug-range,view, whkte self-interest pf a survival character
. Vey help being about change in race relations. 'h 1i:rot:wage:

might also analyze structures of social'privileger, so as to
help white'working class and middle class people understand
how their own self-interests are'wedded to the reduction of
power and privilege controlled by white elites. New be-
haviors resulting from those changed perceptions could
alter racism.

4

TO summarize, there seem to be several ways in which
4an education prograi might demonstrate to whites sone of the

advantages or,payofifs to them of-adoptint new behaviors
"around race relations: (41) by stressing' "tlittelationship

between neW behaviors and valued organilatiOnal outcomet,

ed. Ofit or quality.of services., or increased
stability in its internal envtronment7 (2) by,pressing the

f

- relationship between new behaviors and organizational 'rewards
that might take the form of promotion; to higher statusl-

greater pay, special recognition, etc.; (3) ^by stressing
the relationship between new behaviors and one's self-:esteem
as a member of a demq:Cratic,community; (4) by stressing
the relationship between new behaviors and the reduction of
those tensions (and perhaps. guilts) that accompany thp
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feeling of sitting on tap of a social.powder keg; (5) by
1

'stressing the relationship between new behaViors and the

ability to gain rewards n6w monopOlnged by a small

.-of higher siatma-whites (lowevtaxei, control of opportnni--
-

-.ties, leigure,. etc.). These vaxioxis forms of detonstrabl
a.

dself-interest mirror the kinds of resources discussed in

the secilon Assumptions about social change. To the extent

they guide race education programs they mm, help make them .

more effective in-appealing to whites' rational sense of the

payoffs of change. To the exient they are demonstrated,

to be effectre in an education program they may actually

help motivate and maintain change. To the extent that

organizations really can gain and payoffin terms of new

rewards for-grams and individuals, new racial behaviors

may.baMaintained over time.

In addition to support and reinforcement from persons

and organizations, community support in ihe form of new laws,

govIrnmental policy and neighborhood development activities

is the fourth way we could encourage greater individual

efforts to reduce racism. Some environmental supports may

be generated within the training/education setting itself,

if people from the same community setting are kesent together.

They could use kle.program as a base for planning political

action to alter their community environment.

9. Links to Organizational Chance

A central guestgion for all concerned with altering the



4 4
racist

k
character.of American sociqy is what will happen

if our race education/trainin4 prograMs are successful?

If changes. in individual racist Such as we have been-dis-
A

cussing do occur and are maintained, ihat then? Can c#anged

persons make a difference in traditional.organizations and

in the-tradftional society? Or are all our efforts futile

if they begin and end with attempts at changing individu4s?

Tease are critical,questions, and in'their answers

rests any final justification for race education/training.

For racism is not atemporary social problem, nor an aberration

oi the otherwise just and fair American landscape, nor simply

a problem in our minds and hearts. Racism is a deeply

rooted part of our entire national-international structure;

our current dconomic and politidal systems maintain it (some

say require it for stability) and our culture justifies it.

Unless institutional and community practices are-altered,

we will not be able ta alter the racially unequal distribu-

tion of economic, political and social resources and rewards

the "effects or.outcomes" noted in definition #1 on page 3.

There are two reasons for this argument: (1) as I suggested

in the prior section, individual changes will not occur, or

if they occur they will not be sustained, without corollary

institutional change and support;, and (2) the most pernicious

and egregious aipects of racial inequality and injustice in

this society are not amenable to alternation via individual

action. . . they aie part of the structures and norms of
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major institutions and communities, and change.will take

plaee only when those social systems themselves change.

.. Thus, institutional and ao!munity changes,must occur if racism

is to be countered in any serious way. How can-this occur?

/ Although psichological thOught and research ofien promo-
a

tes the idea that indiliduals initiate changes that then flow

into organizations, most of the more macro social sciences

take a diffetent view. Change begins with new kinds of

institutions or new kinds of societies, and the Character

of organizational life determines the nature of individilal

options. The organization of rewards and self-interest

perspectives, the control patterns of major organizations,

the highly rbuntinized socialization of individuals, and the

availability of certain ideological or cultural belief

Systems, all det6rmine the eventual direction of individ-

ual and societal behavior.. ,Thus, changes in individual

racial attitudes develop as a result of insiAtutional changes,

not as a precursor of them. Whavdoes this mean for us? At

most, it suggests that if we lack the power and skill and

will to change the organizations and communities in which we

work and play, all our other training/education programs are

wasteful distractions. At least, it suggests that a focus on

organizational change must be part of race training/education

programs. But not included just to help sustain individual

changes; included because that is where work must be done for"

important things tb happen, regardless of ind&vidual change.

11
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Severfl principles of organizatitnal lifescin be

examined in the attempt to address these issues. First, all
dorginizations are interdependent with their, exterPal envirmiw-

amt. If they are 'functioning effectively:end properly- with-

in the racist American society, they'carry withinsthem instier

tutional raeism (and sexism and class discrimination as well).*

If this *were not true, those organization4would'be markedly

deviant,fro! the rest of the society, doing things in ways
4that stood counter to the dominadi racist orientations of

most of our social

Second, all organizationt; are fairly well coordinated,

held together in one oftwo principle forms. ,Voluntary

organizations usually are held together by the common agree-

ment of people who work together for/some superordinant
at /

purpose that pleases them all. Trut, ip each other and

authority, is common. However, mos of us spend most of our

time in non-voluntary organization and they are not dependent
upon every individual's agreement tO,Work together for common

ends. They are held together by our need for them (employment,

vital serVices,etc.), and the ability of certain groups

within the organization to manufacture rules and regulations
4

and to exercise control over others' behavior. Trust is

not nearly as important in non-voluntary organizations, nor

* As indicated in the section of this paper dealing withDiagnosis, local data reflecting this phenomenon canbe aollected,
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is it a'commonifeature of members' relation-,to authority.

The establfshment and exerciselof institutiOnal powstr

critical in helping.iny grganization perform its functions,

integrate diverse subgmtgegr individual tasks,,monitor. output,

and the Mg. If institutional authori:ty sppports and maintains

iraciem, it is going to be yery difficult to change the organi-
,

zation.without altering that managerial power.

Third, ail organizations-are vulnerable to reorganization

of their external or internal environments. No matter how

stable and secuse an organization appears, the power it main-
*

tains is a negotiable socialwqmility, dependent upon the

predictability, stability and control Of human and material

resources. Alterations in raw material inputs (labor; .,

'energy, materials) in internal conditions (division of labor,

orderly interactions, morale, efficienCy), or in the output

system (consumer markets, prOfiii-, services or,products

delivered) will-require adaptations and changes in the organ-

ization itself.

A central proposition for organizational change is that the

character of power in or On organizations must change for any

alteration, to be ldbting.* Sone people argue that the reor-

ganization of power proceeds only by getting top management

support for certain kinds of changes. They pOint out that

*This topic, altering organization dr institutional racism, is
simply too complex to be addressed in detail here; it deserves
separate an4 extended treatment. But since it is cal,
even this short statement of the issues may be useful.
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top management represents the legitimate ruling mechanism

in the organization; thus it is neither proper nor effective
,

to proctde without top manigement support. Stich approaches

Usually stress "organizational deve*ment" as a*way, tp,redress

the internal power domains. Training progzams'ottfi

integrated with a continuing series of data gathering and

problem solving activities, all oriented toward intra-organiza-

tionaljollaboration and malti-level participation for

change: This approach is most oonsintent with my assumption

ti about how change occurs, an appeal to.the consensual

Slates-esti and democratic values of ruling groups4see p. l8-19).

s Others, who perceive top management as only.one of

sever4partisen groups in an organization, are quite prepared'

to create a chaltenge if top management does not support

anti-racist objectives. Their approach often involves or-

ganizing fram below, with large numbers. of lower or middle-

level pe;sonnel trying to generate the power to alter manage-

ment practice and re-allocate power. They 4so may-organize

from the outside, trying to mobilize external pawer.sources to

affect the diipction and state of internal organizational

arrangemSnts. Training programs often lead to or are inte-

grated with preparations for

sabotage, withholding of key

public

.recent
4

rather

consumer boycotts, product

raw materiAs and labor,

exposure, and legal suit or injunctive action. Our

'history, particularlyvith regird to environMental

-

than racial issues, is replete with examples of community
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.groups developing infosmation and mass energy Oat renders majos

public or private agencies vulnerable to change. This approach

is most cansistent with my issumptions 4 and 5 about;how change
. .

occurt, in-effort to altar the perceived self-interests pr..'

ruling groups and tio mobilize oppressed grupe to generate.

threts (see pp.22-26),

*

In addition to the alteration of organizational power
4

directly, organizational goals, conflict handling mechanisms,

cOmMunication syStems, reward structures and boundary mechan-

nisms, all represent other possible targets for change. Only

a good diagnosis of institutional-racism will guide us to

all these places in ap organization, and inform us which

represents the most appropriate tar4et.

If agrace education/training program begins to threaten

the organizAion's.concept of its own welfare, or the welfare

of ruling groups, it can be .expected that attemPts will made

to eliminate the program or its creators and agents. O'Day

(1974) and Leeds (1069) have eloquently desdribed seveeal

foims of resistance or opposition organizational leaders uti-

lize in the effort to evade, buffer or suppres's changes.

They range, quite naturally, from the attempt to ignore an

innovative prograt, and to withhold important resources'fram

it, to attempts to buy off change agents by inviting them and

their mini:a- reforms into management ranks. Attempts to iniim-

idate or scare off change-agents may include isoli,ting them

from their constituency, or changing their job or job location

PP



_ via iransfer. Arid, finally, if these ether attempts fail,

one- can defame the character _and intentions of 4he. change

Agent, and eXclude her/him from the organization (via 1firing, -

contract pa:at:nation, mxtz-legal -harassment and sperhap,

'legal action or arrest for promoting disorder).

There is no: sure miens ofIdurvival in this kind:of--.

situation. One Wiy, of cours p is to stay-out of tFoulyle. i .

\if we mage sure no.t *to threaten' th e.,basic intereits'Of people
7

who,govarn or manage major organizations., then there will be

no need to survive serious counterattack. Presumably, that

line of reasoning.explais the vastnumber Of race education/

training programs that have been primarily conflici plicilica-

iion or basic information efforts, rather than "anti-racism°
fr

undertakings. But if we do elect to becomp fully aware of,

and take action In, e serious problems of racism thit lie

at the heart of white organizational self-interesti the

basic resource needed for protection is a power base. I

want to be realistic in repeating that there is considerable

risk; but I also want to be,realistic in indicating that

there are ways of mediating these risks. 'Several different

kinds of power may help us be invulnerable, or at least

protected again9t being knocked off: high standing in the

community or organization.; good links with friends in top

management; substantial and mobilizable support in the

minority.community (constituency) inside or outside the agency

or organization; sensitive information about peopie and/or
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policies; links to news agencies which might publish stories

Of internally racist politids/ etc.

Several iMportant program-design elements can be-re*-

.stated ai ctitical'in either.the tbp-down pr'bottoin-up

tO linking.educat4.on/training to orgAniziationil

Oange: On. is,the uie of partidipants' time,to'do back-hcMip'-

plannlig tor how they may create changes in their organization'-

while they are Working gn changes in themselveiit. A second-

mode is to generate information and data feedback mechani.ms

that:Can provide specific local assessments'of institutional .

Perftrisance on anti-racism agendas.. A third mode would use

participants' time to estalish caucus or problem, solving

ttoups which generate new patterns'of interaction among whites,

ar;aMong minorities, or even among members of potential

ihterracial.00alitions Within the organization. Upon

return-to the organizational env:ixonment, these new forms of

homogenous or heterogeneous consciousness raising groups

-or political action caucuses could undertake change. . They

-can also be support groups to help identify, overcome or

-mediate risks. Finally, if power in .the hands of whites

usually-also means that power narrowly represents other elite

interests (males, affluent people, etc.)i education/t5Itining

'designs can include building internal-external coalitions'of the

powerless who can challenge the narrow .racial, sekual and class

base of institutional power.

10. Links to Community movemerits for change

I have asserted that all organizations (and individuals

49'



as well) exist and operate nithin a local community context.

Thus, it seems appropriate to discuss the impact this coni6xt' r
. may *have on the possibilities of.pgrsonal and organizatiohdl

- .changei Perhaps even more.importantly, I want to. suggest -

soSb of the.ways An4lch active communitif bas9d.moVements

for,social change.can'be a helpful resource in altering .

and etadicating'institutional raciim:

I do not believé it is possible to make mid sustain

major alterations in individualsg.lives without altering

the embracing set Of social relationships that individuals

experience in tie organizations apd cOimunitiis of which they

are a Part. This belief necessitated the section of this

. paper titled. Conditions foi ongoing personal change .

To go further, I do not believe it is possible to mike and

sustain changes in organizational structures and operations .

without altering the eMbracing set of dommunity conditions

in which, the organization operates. Organizational chahg4

programs wilich ignore this assumption most often treat the

organization as if it exists in a vacuum. And, those
\1

programs usually, make only minor and temporary changes0, nes

not related to community reso ces, power and values.

If we ac-cept these asse ions abovt organizational

change we would expect our best bets to,exist in those 'air-

-cumstances wherein cbmmunity movements to counter racism are

already underway, or can be initiated prior to an education

program. Then these change-oriented community movements.can
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d energy andiothe; resource* helpful to the organizational _

teriichange effort'. Institutional,racism, afte all, exists in
,

(

tr.

4

the community 'as will as the organizatioi; whichever COMA first,
;

both must .occUr for lasting change to happen:
. -

Theie are several ways-in which community based novel-

MeNs fo'r change cam be helpful in the effort to ,lter instit

tional.raciam. First, they may set the stage by identify

inititutional racism as a !problem byr raising this isste--

to the level of public awareness w ere it must be dealt with.

In some cases, this merely haOtean drawing public attention.

to obvious or newly visible con-%- s or indicators of injustice.

In other cases it has involved g,.: tins the power that
-

turnd a *condition"' into a notable "problem,* typically by

creating a turmoil or.threat that commands attention...* One

reaction to this problem recogpition may be for the organiza-

tion or community to call for a.consuItant on race education to

help them ?Tepa:re a change program.

When it appears that a program of race education might

get underway, an active community group may also be helpful

in legitimating that program or the staff members involved.

I referred earlier to the problems consultants often have in

maintaining clarity about their clients, targets and constiuencies.

*Something like the apocryphal story of the farther who whacked

his mule oh the side of the head with a 2 x 4 in order to draw

his attention to' the need to get moving and to follow his more

gentle sweet talking or'pressure oh the reins. The social

process by which-a condition becomes a problem is well detailed

by Ross and Staines' (1972).

6
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,If a consultant on race education can esablish links with a,consti-
.1

tuency group,in the community she or he nay be better able to

gain alternative perspectifts on the program and the, organizatioi

with which she or he is working: In addition, such a 'cbmst-ituency

might help protect her or him-from organizational resistance

to change effort*. and the potenial of destrIpiive' go

organizitional counter-attack.

This-is an especially impot:tant safeguard when the consul-1:

tant is from' out-of-town, and therefore lacks soghisticated

iiformation'about the local community history and context

of educational programs. In the case of.internal change

&lents, such linkage to com6nity groups and'adtive pressure
groups also is an essential resource. The twin issues are
.the same: (1) maintaining contact with an alternative, non- 0

0
organization4 social reality that may help counter organiza-

tional brainwashing or socialization efforts; amd (2) maintain-
,

ing contact with an alternative power base that may help when

resistance and conflict are high.

Community basked social moveme t groups may also be able

-to play helpful roles at those stage when ongoing monitoring

or organizational change efforts becomes important. Long-

term monitoring defies thetime-energy demands of most external
4,dbultants,and may also occupy too much of the internal.

agent's attention, distracting her or him from initiating

new programs. Such monitoring could be turned over to stable

community groups who have an interest in anti-racism programming,
and who may have the time and energy to watchdog this organiza-

tion over time.
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Finfilly, if organizational change it inextricably

_W-commlInity change, an active community based movement

may help set the community conditions for ongoing dhange in-

race relations. Am .ihe community itseif becomes more "mere

of race relation' issues, and more notated to working for

racial justice (for whatever reasons:L. . . gookwill and

moral'commitments,-fear and threat,- enlightened self-interest)

organizational ge efforts may also become easier.

11. Evaluation 1.

It is important to conduct periodic evaluatiOns of the,
A

effectiveness of race education/training programs. When done

well, 'they can .help Insure that evaluators program designers,

-and clients can specify their goals and Aectives in ways
,that permit discovering yhether-any progrOSchas been made.

Formative evaluations can be done in thd midst Of a program,

and they can help re-direct or reorganize training that may

be missing its mark. Final eValuations can _provide an end-

of-the-road assessment of.the general effectiveness of Orograms.

Periodic and repeated evaluations also can provide

a'continuing diagnostic assesshent of the state of thlaridual

or orwizational racism. These data can then be used as a

stimulus for further change; evaluative data not fed back

-idto the organization tO contintie the promotion of change

represent a lost opportunity. But feeding back evaltiation

data often encounters some of the same problems any inter-

vention entails. In schools, fdr instance, administrators
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want contrql of the data; they want .to,screei Vi atild present
sep.,it_to teachers, students and community' member!* Wigs

eieential for this information to be-democratizediso to be

mode available to ell organisatirsislyaFticipants - in a

language-and style they.can undertOind ag.usi. Otherwise,
A

A
4.,

the .-evaluative-feedback process paSsively arrves oily anti
,

party's interesti in a plural organizationmusually,Ranagerial
1. f '. v ,

interests,
t

Furthermore, evaluatiems mai insure that:no one is
4 .

fooling anyone about justScr mucii munificent cliingetaropnd

race relations may or may not be heppening. All too c4ten,
,

white Americans, with sometelP fiom minorities, nave pro-

nounced themselves pleased With'therstate of &ogress around
.

, .
.. .

, / ,

race relations only to diScover'that thierd-has .been no progress
r

after all. Sometines change agents and organizational

managers collude to ins a positive evialuation,, regirdless

of real programmatic outcfles. The program is gronouRced

success, the change agent'st reputation is enhanced, or4an-

izational leaders can 'annotnce they have done a good thing,

and everyone is pleased. But why"aie they pleased? Has ,,

any change occurred? Everyone who was paxt of w training/
. ,

education program ou'ght to be Part of the eyalUation effort,

and--evaulative efforts ought to 'be done in ways sthat prAmotefr,

not inhibit, more change. \

The attempt to evaluate programs as-if pool!it4:ca1

neutrality was possible
1 as if polLtical4pressures for success4#

Inw-
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or,failire did not exist, is probably fruitless. But there

are some safeguards that can help in this process: (1) eval-
.

uations may be conducted,by third parties, ones not connected

'to trainers/educator's interests r to clients' interests,'

or at least not connected dir y7 and (2) evaluations can
.

be made pUblic 26 all parties can respond to them. I pre*

the second path becaUse#I am doubtful of the possibilities

of even third party neutrality.* In my work within.a'university

I see many allegedly neutral.icientists and program evaluators

.who hive implicitly accepted the frames of reference proposed

by organizational managers, and by the Loosely knit interestr

group of affluent white males who also represent most of the

social scientific institution. Open and public.acaess to

evaluative data at least assures that conflict over results

can be announced and shared openly, and not'resolved in

secret by an allegedly neutral observer. It also permits

possible "whistle blowing" by people wbo feel important

truths are being swept under the rug.

Good evaluations mightrlead to better research on

race education/training programs. 'Many of the questions

rhave raised in this paper cannot be answered on the basis

o knowledge based on theory or on experience. On many of

these issues we are all flying by the seits of our pants or

*This does ribt mean that such neutiality is impossible. Sut
I think neutrality unlikely enough that we ought to guard
ourselves against expecting it.
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=skirts. We ;mist! we also must start developing the

-kinds of information that will let us know the answer to-

some of the tacky questions raised throughout this paper.

"questions of how to alter eelf-intarest, how to balance '

cognitive and-emotional input, how-to develop anti-racist

peer support groups among whites, how to develop white cross-'

class*and croswiethnic.coalitions that will support rather

than attack minorities of color, and how to develop and

sustain cross-race coalitions. That kind of research on

race education/training would be-more thin programmatically

helpfil; it would deal with basic issues in. the nature of

race relations inlAmerica.

Anyone can help with this research. It is too'

politically sensitive a task to be left solely to universities

or
lo

research factoriaand to the potential biases inherent

therein. Concerned participants must monitor the way doers

of researCh are affected by some of the same race/class/status

biases reflected in other organizations.

But this staement of the need for evaluation and the

need for research is too facile; probably we all agree, even

though it is far too 'seldom really done. The more important

question is how do we know when we have done a good program?

What are the criteria for. success?* The criteria are related

*In general, the burgeoning field of evaluation research is
struggling with just such questions; they are not solely perti-
nent to our problems in evaluating race training/education.



to program goals, and therefore the choice of evaluative

foci must be considered in the context of our discussion

-of goals on pages 11-17. for instances

-1.- Should.we :evaluate a program on the.basis:of parti--

'lnareactions, announcing,a success when they all

liked the proiram2 Should Litiludes toward:the '--

eduCational experience be the criterion of success?

2. Should we evaluate a progrem on the basis of reported

change in participants' racial awareness? This,would

relate to goals of reducini; individual attitudinal .

racism. At what level or meaning of awareness would

that be (earlier 1 suggested that new information;

new attitudes and new behaviors were all different

awareness outcomes)7.

3. Silould we evaluate a program on the basis of obser-

vable changes in participants' behavior? This re-

...

lates to goals of reducing personal behavioral

racism, and to active forms of awareness.

4. Should we evaluate a program on the basis of how

5

whites behave differently toward blacks or members

of other minority groups?. or should we also consider

whites' behavior towards other whites on racial

matters and.issues? This relates to the priority

we might place on awareness goal #2.

Shodid we evaluate a program on the basis of what

changes occur in the norms, rules, policies of the



organizations' participants belong to? Tnis relates

to goals of reducing behavioral or cultural racism

at the institutional level; it could include.

organizational conditions of the sort described on

pages 46-50 117w.iwonla we lame -whether these

changes hapcmitit)bly themselves'or whether the education/

training prolifm had anything to do with it?
A

,
6. Shoulu we evaluate a program on the basis of evi-

% deuce of different "Aiiects and outcomes" in the

distribution of key resources and rewards? This

relat,Ø to my fiast definition of racism - at the
ins tutional level. In this context, how can we

assess non-events, hr the non-existence of prior

forms of racism?'

7. When should we evaluate a program? Before its over?

'Right afterwards? Sometime later? Can we do it

several times, with a variety of follow-ups?

8. And what techniques should be used? Can we assume

theesame broad range I discussed in the section pn

Diagnosis (case studies; observations, questionnaires,

events - such as responses to data feedback itself)?

It is an error, I believe, to evaluate a program solely
on the basis of its internal consistency or the self-reported

pleasure or pains of participants. Our work in race training/

education must be tied to broader social goals, goals like
the reduction of va'rrous forms of racism and the increas$of

awareness defined in the ippening sections of this paper. Our
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selection of preferred goals and the level of our commit:pent

, to the elimination of racism (as opposed to the commi(,ment

to run efficient and aesthetically attractive training programs),

is the key ingredient to a meaningful evaluation effort.

12. Summary

To recapitulate, I have'tried to focus on a nutber of

important dilemmas'and issues in race education/training.

The root issues in such work derive from our assumptions about

the importance of race relations and racism in our society, and

our contrasting assumptioni about the role and meaning of *.

education/training programs in changing social conditions.

I began this review with several alternative definitions of

"racismi" and "awareness" and several alternative statements

of personal and organizational or societal goals for race

education/training. Then I reviewed several alternative

assumptions about how change in race relations might occur in
#

ourselves and others, and in the organizations and society in

which we work and play and live.

Subsequent to these contextual or assumptive explorations,

the paper focusses on some more specific and programmatic

dilemmas, such as:
jr

Who are appropriate agents or staff for training/

education and change? What are important

qualifications? Is race? Is politics? What

institutional bases do change agents operate

from? What are the different options of internal

v. external staf:: What degree of professionali-
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zation of the network of race relations educators/

trainers seems most usef)1? How can we increase

the level of sharing amongst those of us active

in this field?

What are the.critical element* of a contract for a

training/edwation program? Wbo sets the program

goals? Who are the appropriate parties to a

contract-change agents, clients, targets, etc.?
.

How-is accountability maintained in petformance?

And to whom is the staff.accountable? ,What

controls does the educator/trainer .have ovei

the contract?

What sbould an organizational diagnosis include? And,

- what are the critical elements of individual

f
What

diagnoses? How is it'done? How can diagnostic

data be utilized in the race education/training

program?

are some important-components-of a design? What

if-participants have varied or conflicting goals?

How do whites learn best about racism? What

cognitive or emotional tactics should be tried?

. What sequences of events work best? How can

we demonstrate authorities' support of the program?



How can wesinsure maximum eff ct of a race training/

education program on ongoing personal change?

How are new attitudea_translated into new

behavior and sustained over time? What kinds

of continuing personal and organizatitonal

support for such chantie cau be created? How

con the program design Aid the development of

Support groups?

How can training/education programs have impact on

organizational change? Is that A totally

different,strategy for reducing racism, or is/

there overlap with training/education for

individuals? Can individuals change (or

sustain change) without organizational changes?

HOW do some organizations resist change?'

Row can we mobilize community Support for race relations

education? What roles can active community

groups play in facilitating and sustaining

organizational change?

What are essential components of an evaluation? Are

there different evaluative criteria? How

can we use an evaluation? Are other kinds of

research or "evaluation research" useful?

The number and importance of unanswered questions is

impressilmb But so is the entire enterprise of race education/

training; especially when we tonsider the vast social forces

a



arrayed against its success and mitigating Against positive

changes in the direction of social justice in America. All
_

of.= involved in this field obviously struggle on, regardless

'of the frustrations and the odds.' Our own survival requires

self-consciousness about the risks we encounter, the-litKtions

and cooptations we face,' the frustrations and burn-outs we

se. around us. 'Continued efforts to nibble away at the structures

of racist privilege aid oppression is the 'only antidote

to being elverwhelmed by the magnitude of our agenda. .

I hope that the ideas and dilemmas discussed in this

paper have coatxibuted to that process ofnibbling. And I

hope that as a result of 'our ccmversations together we are

already wiser than I have been-in the prelimilmary statements

of. dilemmas and designs included here;
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